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ABSTRACT

DESIGNING WEB-BASED ADAPTIVE LEARNING
ENVIRONMENT: DISTILS AS AN EXAMPLE

by
Lilian Cao

In this study, two components are developed for the Web-based adaptive learning: an on-

line Intelligent Tutoring Tool (ITT) and an Adaptive Lecture Guidance (ALG). The ITT

provides students timely problem-solving help in a dynamic Web environment. The ALG

prevents students from being disoriented when a new domain is presented using Web

technology. A prototype, Distributed Intelligent Learning System (DISTILS), has been

implemented in a general chemistry laboratory domain.

In DISTILS, students interact with the ITT through a Web browser. When a

student selects a problem, the problem is formatted and displayed in the user interface for

the student to solve. On the other side, the ITT begins to solve the problem

simultaneously. The student can then request help from the ITT through the interface.

The ITT interacts with the student, verifying those solution activities in an ascending

order of the student knowledge status. In DISTILS, a Web page is associated with a

HTML Learning Model (HLM) to describe its knowledge content. The ALG extracts the

HLM, collects the status of students' knowledge in HLM, and presents a knowledge map

illustrating where the student is, how much proficiency he/she already has and where

he/she is encouraged to explore. In this way, the ALG helps students to navigate the

Web-based course material, protecting them from being disoriented and giving them

guidance in need.



Both the ITT and ALG components are developed under a generic Common

Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA)-driven framework. Under this framework,

knowledge objects model domain expertise, a student modeler assesses student's

knowledge progress, an instruction engine includes two tutoring components, such as the

ITT and the ALG, and the CORBA-compatible middleware serves as the communication

infrastructure. The advantage of such a framework is that it promotes the development of

modular and reusable intelligent educational objects. In DISTILS, a collection of

knowledge objects were developed under CORBA to model general chemistry laboratory

domain expertise. It was shown that these objects can be easily assembled in a plug-and-

play manner to produce several exercises for different laboratory experiments. Given the

platform independence of CORBA, tutoring objects developed under such a framework

have the potential to be easily reused in different applications.

Preliminary results showed that DISTILS effectively enhanced learning in Web

environment. Three high school students and twenty-two NJIT students participated in

the evaluation of DISTILS. In the final quiz of seven questions, the average correct

answers of the students who studied in a Web environment with DISTILS (DISTILS

Group) was 5.3, and the average correct answers of those who studied in the same Web

environment without DISTILS (NoDISTILS Group) was 2.75. A t-test conducted on this

small sample showed that the DISTILS group students significantly scored better than the

NoDISTILS group students.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivation

Today the world is characterized both by rapid technological progress and by major

changes in the marketplace (Eidgahy 1998). In such a swiftly changing environment, life

long learning is becoming a part of life. Education is critical for everyone to update and

advance their technological skills to keep pace with industrial and technological progress.

More and more people are returning for continuing education after years of work. Marsh

(1999) reports that the U.S. college population is becoming older, and only 35% of

currently enrolled students across the nation are below the age of 25. Furthermore,

students are increasingly involved in part-time rather than full-time programs, financially

unable to study in residence, and seeking flexibility and convenience in college course

offerings.

The education needs of all the people in and out of U.S. are paramount. However,

today's educational system is far from matching these needs. First, there is a serious

shortage of faculty in most of branches of engineering (NSF 1992). Second, the demands

of dynamic, just in time instruction or training in the near future cannot be attainable by

current college educational methodologies and technologies. Therefore, it is necessary to

seek approaches to enrich the education pipeline to address the demands of the future.

Web Based Learning (WBL) appears to have many advantages. First, powerful

personal computers are very popular and widely available. Second, the Internet greatly

reduces the limits of geographical distance. Over the Internet, E-mail, groupware, and

1
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bulletin boards provide convenient ways to communicate over distance. Educational

content retrieval and communication are no longer confined to the traditional spaces of

laboratories, schools, and libraries. Third, the Web makes it possible to run distributed

interactive educational multimedia applications using a variety of geographically

dispersed sources of information.

There are many kinds of WBL applications today (Bengu 1995; Bengu and

Swarts 1996; Brooks 1997; Kortemeyer 1998; Li 1998; Marsh 1999; Paterson 1999; ST-

Pierre et al 1999; Turoff 1999; Pincipe et al 2000; Cao and Bengu 2000). As a matter of

fact, today most U.S. universities are taking advantage of the Web to deliver distance

instruction. Paterson (1999) described the design of an undergraduate environmental

engineering course in atmospheric physics and chemistry using Internet-based tools at

Michigan Technological University. In this work, instructional tools include PDF partial

notes, an electronic forum, Internet-based homework assignments, and term projects.

Students' reviews of this class were overwhelmingly positive. Paterson concluded, based

on student evaluations, that a traditional class, supplemented with appropriately designed

Internet-based learning tools can yield a educational system that is more balanced among

the various learning styles.

Much effort has also been put into Web materials at New Jersey Institute of

Technology (NJIT) to assist education. Bengu (1995) developed an interactive

multimedia courseware on manufacturing processes & systems by taking advantage of

Web multimedia simulation technology. At NJIT, distance learning classes are usually

delivered through videos and Web-based class site, which includes notes, homework

assignments, projects, threaded discussion groups and exams. These courses were
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supervised by the instructor. As Turoff (1999) reported, students enjoyed learning in this

way and some students in traditional on-site classes even took advantage of similar

distance learning classes.

The college of education at the University of Alabama offers collection of courses

via Web education, such as "Technology in Education" (Marsh 1999). Much of the

course material is presented in this site for students' learning or reference. Marsh (1999)

made the following observation: "There is overwhelming evidence that technologically

delivered instruction--synchronous (e.g., radio, television) and asynchronous (i.e., film,

videotape, screen-cam lectures, CD-ROM's, web-based instruction) --is equivalent to

traditional instruction." Marsh (1999) noted that computer-delivered instruction can

furnish students with far greater interaction than is possible in a large classroom or a

small class where the lecture is the chief means of interaction.

Although Web-based learning is promising, it also brings new learning/teaching

challenges. For example, reading from a computer screen inhibits students from using

significant information that is readily available to them on paper (Kozma 1991). Writing

notes, making comments and adding bookmarks are very useful activities for students to

organize their own understandings and facilitate reading comprehension. These activities

can be done easily with paper material, but are very difficult in today's Web based

material. The Web is essentially a nonlinear medium. It uses non-sequential links to

organize information. It is reported that learning in such an environment may burden

students with cognitive load and disrupt their concentration in some situations, especially

when an unfamiliar knowledge domain is presented (Gray 1993; Ashani 1998). Students

in Web-based courses often work at odd hours, on highly variable schedules and at
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remote sites (Forbus 1998). It may be difficult to get timely help from the instructor or

peer students, which is important for effective and active development of mental models

in unfamiliar domains. For example, at NJIT, many students who attended the distance

learning class – client server computing—often found difficulty in finishing the

homework assignments. They could not get timely help from peer students or from the

lecturer by email or the threaded forum. Most answers through email or threaded forum

are often delayed or not very specific. Usually for the lecturer or peer students to review

problems, they need to see the solution on-spot or they have to go over a time-consuming

set up process.

Developing Web-based adaptive learning environment would effectively meet

these challenges. In this study, we focus on designing a Web-based adaptive learning

environment, and presenting a generic framework for facilitating its development. A

prototype, DISTributed Intelligent Learning System (DISTILS), is developed and

evaluated as a learning tool in general chemistry pre-laboratory domain.

1.2 Application Background and Objective

This study was motivated by the need to reengineer general chemistry laboratory

education at NJIT. Laboratory time is always expensive. In this course, to ensure the least

use of laboratory time and maximize the laboratory experience, students are required to

demonstrate their understanding of the materials and procedures before they enter the

actual laboratory. Previously, students were asked to review a traditional printed lab

manual and fill in the pre-lab quiz sheet. Recently, the quiz sheet has been replaced with

a computer-based (Fortran IV) pre-lab quiz system developed at Rutgers-Newark
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Chemistry Laboratory (Kluiber 1996) and is used at the Departments of Chemical

Engineering, Chemistry, NJIT and Chemistry Rutgers-Newark. Despite these efforts,

students were having difficulty with this system and struggling to understand chemistry

concepts underlying the laboratory experiments and analysis. Based on the experience of

instructors, these results were partly attributed to not having enough lab assistants to help

the students individually. Due to large number of students required to take these lab

experiments, any improvement in the area of an individualized assistance in the pre-lab

courses can provide significant advantages.

To address the above challenges, a comprehensive multimedia courseware has

been prepared (http://bengu-pc2.njit.edu/trp-chem) . This courseware includes twelve

experiments as follows:

1. MEASURING THE DENSITY OF A SOLID AND A LIQUID

2. SOME NON-METALS ANDTHEIR COMPOUNDS

3. WATER OF HYDRATION

4. THE SOLVAY PROCESS

5. CALORIMETRY: EXPERIMENTS BASED ON THERMODYNAMICS

6. ANALYSIS OF ACIDIC SUBSTANCES BY TITRATION

7. MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF A VOLATILE LIQUID

8. MOLECULAR WEIGHT DETERMINATION BY FPD

9. KINETICS: THE CLOCK REACTION

10. SPECTROMETRIC ANALYSIS OF PHOSPHATE

11. pH, BUFFERS AND THE DISSOCIATION CONSTANT, Ka

12. PAPER CHROMATOGRPAHY
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Figure 1.1 shows the structure of the courseware. It consists of a Web laboratory

book, student self-assessment tools, a quiz tool, a DISTILS prototype, a faculty authoring

tool and several services such as dictionary service and system assessment service. The

Web lab book includes the laboratory manual, general chemistry textbook material, and

related case studies. Student self-assessment tools are a series of pop-up questions for

testing student's understanding of the materials. The quiz tool provides students with a

pre-lab test that they must pass before going to the actual laboratory to perform the

experiment. Each pre-lab test consists of one numerical question and eight multiple-

choice questions. The faculty authoring tool helps faculty member to prepare the pre-lab

quiz. The dictionary service provides context-sensitive word definitions to facilitate

reading comprehension.

Figure 1.1 The Structure of General Chemistry Laboratory Courseware

As part of this study, DISTILS is incorporated into this complex courseware. The

underlying objective is to help the students to help themselves; to encourage and facilitate
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student-centered learning behaviors and therefore improve students' procedural and

analytical skills in the general chemistry laboratory. The adaptive learning system

includes: 1) a quiz system for assessment of knowledge, 2) an intelligent tutoring system

for those who need help.

1.3 Organization

This dissertation discusses in detail the design of the Web-based adaptive learning

paradigm, the design, implementation and evaluation of the prototype--DISTILS. It is

organized as follows:

Chapter 1 introduces the importance of and the issues leading to this study,

illustrates application background and research objectives, and outlines the dissertation

organization.

In Chapter 2, a literature survey is presented. Related research that has had major

influence on this study includes is reviewed. The limitations of current related work are

pointed out. The Web-based adaptive learning paradigm in this study is discussed. A

generic Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA)-driven framework is

presented for implementing this paradigm and the advantages of this framework are

discussed.

Chapters 3,4,5 and 6 detail the design of components of the prototype systems--

DISTIL. Knowledge representation, student modeler, intelligent tutoring and adaptive

lecture guidance are discussed respectively. Chapter 3 explores an object model for

knowledge representation in fundamental chemistry domain. A CORBA-based

implementation of the object model is discussed.
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Chapter 4 describes the design of the student modeler. The student modeler

consists of two components: knowledge practice database and performance predictor.

The structure of knowledge practice database and the mechanism of performance

predictor are studied.

Chapter 5 describes the design of the Intelligent Tutoring Tool (ITT). The ITT

consists of problem space, blackboard and coach delivery components. The structure of

problem space, blackboard and the algorithm of coach delivery are presented in detail.

Chapter 6 discusses the Adaptive Lecture Guidance module. The ALG consists of

topic extractor, lecture delivery and interface components. The mechanism that brings

these components to work cooperatively is presented. This mechanism works together

with student modeler in DISTILS to produce navigation guidance sensitive to student's

knowledge status.

Chapter 7 discusses the implementation of this prototype system. The evaluation

methodology of the prototype system is presented and results found in our evaluation are

presented.

Chapter 8 summaries the dissertation and discusses the future research.



CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE SURVEY

This section discusses related studies that have major influence on this study. Recent

intelligent tutoring system application results are first presented. The development

methodologies of these applications are analyzed and compared. Limitations of the

related current methodologies in Web based learning system are also discussed. An

object-oriented framework under Common Object Request Broker Architecture

(CORBA), a branch of distributed object technology, is then introduced to address these

limitations.

2.1 Intelligent Tutoring System (ITS) Applications

Since mid 1980s, falling hardware costs, together with evolving theories of cognitive

science and artificial intelligence technologies, sparked a vibrant growth of ITS.

Researchers believed that with the increasing power of modern computer, it is practical to

develop computer systems that could serve as private tutors to help students through

individualized, human teacher like tutoring sessions. A lot of research has been

conducted to develop computer tutors in various areas, like geography (Carbonell 1970),

electronic trouble-shooting (Burton and Brown 1982, Lesgold et al 1992), computer

game (Goldstein 1982), computer language (Anderson et al 1985a; Anderson and Reiser

1985b; Reiser et al 1992; Sack and Solway 1992; Song and Hahn 1997; Wang 1997),

simulation based learning environment (Lester 1996; Schank and Kass 1996), and

9
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medical diagnosis (Clancey 1987; Obradovich 1996). Following sections detail some

important research in the ITS area.

2.1.1 SCHOLAR, 1970

Carbonell's (1970) SCHOLAR system was the pioneer work in ITS area (Wenger 1987).

SCHOLAR taught South American geography. It was capable of holding mix-initiative

dialogues with students, responding to their questions by traversing the knowledge

network, and asking them questions to convey the content of the knowledge network

interactively. When an error happened, the system first attempted to diagnose the

Figure 2.1 A Partial Semantic Graph in SCHOLAR (Carbonell 1970)

student's misconceptions by asking other relevant questions and then presented materials

that help the student to see his/her own errors.
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The system's knowledge of the geography of South America is represented as a

well-defined semantic network of geography objects and concepts. The nodes of this

network are units of information-defining words and events in the form of multilevel

trees. Figure 2.1 shows a partial knowledge network in SCHOLAR. In the network of

Figure 2.1, State, Continent, South America, Country, Argentina are concepts and

represented as nodes. The relationships among these concepts are expressed using the

arcs. For example, the link between Country and Continent says a country is a part of a

Continent, the link between Continent and South America says that South America is a

Continent.

2.1.2 WUSOR, 1982

WUSOR developed by Goldstein (1982) was an expert-based coach. WUSOR was

designed to foster the student's ability to make proper logical inference from the

information given in a computer game called WUMPUS. In WUMPUS game, the player

goes through successive caves in a warren where terrible Wumpus is hiding. The player

must exercise logical and probabilistic reasoning to decide which neighboring cave to

visit next, basing on the signals received so far. The genetic graph was adopted in

WUSOR to formalize the syllabus. It served as the basis for tutoring, modeling, and

learning. Two components are included in the genetic graph: 1) a rule-based

representation of domain knowledge; 2) a learner oriented set of links that captured the

evolutionary nature of knowledge, such as generalization versus specialization, analogy,

deviationlcorrection and simplificationlrefinement.
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2.1.3 LISP Tutor and Geometry Tutor, 1985

Anderson and his associates developed LISP tutor and geometry tutor (Anderson et al

1985a; Anderson and Reiser 1985b; Anderson et al 1998). LISP tutor is for novice LISP

programmer and geometry tutor is for proofs in high school geometry. Both LISP tutor

and geometry tutor embodied a complex cognitive theory - ACT* or more recent version

ACT-R. The ACT-R theory is based on a fundamental assumption that there are two

types of knowledge-declarative knowledge and procedural knowledge. Declarative

knowledge refers to things we know and can usually describe to others. Declarative

knowledge is represented in unit of chunks. Procedural knowledge is a type of knowledge

that we display in our behavior but we are not conscious of. This knowledge is

represented in the form of a production system. Starting from these assumptions, ACT-R

explains how the knowledge is deployed and how the knowledge is acquired. Anderson

group believed that ACT-R can model how successful students perform various cognitive

tasks and therefore could provide a theoretical basis for designing educational software.

Based on ACT-R, both LISP and geometry tutor implemented the following

principles: 1) Problem solving is used as tutorial context. In each tutoring session,

students first read a statement and then were given several questions to solve. 2) Domain

expertise is represented as the ideal model, which is a goal-restricted production system.

Knowledge in both elementary LISP and geometry domain was represented as production

rules. A set of predefined production rules that are used by experts were defined as the

idea model. Students are expected to gradually learn and match this idea model. 3) A

model-tracing paradigm is built to infer which rule the student applied by determining

which one matches the student's response.
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The LISP tutor has produced impressive results. In an experiment, ten students

learned from the LISP tutor, ten learned from a human tutor, and ten worked on their

own. The human-tutored group took 11.4 hour, the computer-tutored group took 15.0

hours, and the group on their own took 26.5 hours to cover the same material. The three

groups performed equally well on the tests of their LISP knowledge. In another test,

students using LISP tutor are compared with student learning on their own. Students

working with the LISP tutor spent 30 percent less time doing the problems and scored 43

percent better on the final exam.

2.1.4 PROUST, 1992

Sack and Soloway (1992) discussed their experience with PROUST, which has been used

by novice Pascal programmers as an on-line debugging aid. Students use a text editor to

create their programs and then invoke PROUST to analyze the program, PROUST then

writes an output file a description of the errors found. PROUST's knowledge base

contains about 37 goals, 55 plans and 70 buggy rules. Given a Pascal program, PROUST

is expected to check all the bugs and explain how to fix them. Sack and Soloway studied

the impact of PROUST to improve programming performance to find if it helps students

find and correct bugs. In their evaluation, students were assigned to ACCESS group and

NO ACCESS group. Students in ACCESS group could run PROUST and receive

PROUST's analysis in their homework assignment while students in NO ACCESS group

could not. Students in ACCESS group performed better on a midterm examination.

Students in ACCESS group were also significantly better at fixing program bugs than

students in NO ACCESS group.
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2.1.5 GIL, 1992

Reiser et al (1992) designed GIL, an intelligent tutoring environment in LISP. The GIL

tutor is embedded in a graphical programming environment. Students build a program by

connecting together objects representing program constructs into a "graph". The

advantage of GIL is that it provides a more congruent way that novices reason about

computer program than text form of programs. Reiser made an empirical comparison of

GIL and traditional LISP. In the preliminary test of GIL, eight students used a standard

LISP while five students learned LISP using GIL. The time required for two groups to

successfully solve the assigned problems was examined. The GIL group solved the

problems in 2 hours while the text LISP group did in 4.2 hours.

2.1.6 TMT, 1996

Obradovich (1996) investigated the effectiveness of the expert-based Transfusion

Medicine Tutor (TMT). TMT was used by medical technology students to learn the

identification of alloantibodies in a patient's blood for finding compatible blood for

transfusion. The evaluation results showed that 15 students using TMT went from 0%

correct on a pre-test case to 8793 correct on post-tests, while in the control group, 15

students demonstrated only an improvement rate of 20%.

2.1.7 ELM-ART, 1996

Brusilovsky et al (1996) described their work developing Web-available ITS—ELM-

ARTS. Unlike traditional Web-based textbooks, ELM-ART provides the learner with

intelligent navigation support and possibilities to play with examples. ELM-ART uses

two adaptive hypermedia techniques – adaptive annotation and adaptive sorting of links.
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Adaptive annotation means that the system uses visual cues (icons, fonts, colors) to show

the type and educational state of each link. Adaptive sorting is used to present similarity

links between cases. ELM-ART knowledge base consists of knowledge about problem

solving in LISP that is represented as a network of concepts, plans, and rules. A Common

Lisp Hypermedia Server CL-HTTP is used in ELM-ART to handle Web-based

interaction.

2.1.8 VNAV&GT-VITA, 1997

At Georgia Tech, Chappell et al (1997) described VNAV and GT-VITA tutor. Both

VNAV and GT-VITA tutor were developed for pilot training. VNAV tutor illustrates the

operation of the vertical navigation mode using the visualization and animation

capabilities of desk-top computers. GT-VITA is a case-based intelligent tutoring system.

It includes an intelligent tutoring system and a simulation environment together. In GT-

VITA, three types of knowledge—declarative, procedural and operational knowledge—

are modeled using operator function model (OFM). An OFM model is essentially a

complex hierarchical graph of activities. In the evaluation of VNAV tutor, five line pilots

completed six one-hour sessions. The before- and after- test questionnaire showed that

participants significantly increased their ability to explain various VNAV operations. At

least 80% of the participants correctly performed all tasks in the various categories of

VNAV operation.

2.1.9 CyclePad Guru, 1998

Forbus (1998) noticed the attractive capability of developing Internet-based problem

solving coaching system and discussed an approach to implement distributed coaching
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for CyclePad, an environment for learning engineering thermodynamics by design. In this

approach, a high performance server—CyclePad Guru was set up to deal with student's

request about their associated design, which were sent by e-mail. CyclePad Guru

analyzed students' requests and their designs, generate advice, and sent it back to the

students.

2.1.10 OWL, 2000

OWL is a Web-based learning environment for General Chemistry instruction (Woolf et

al 1999,2000). OWL was first developed as an online quizzing system and then was

extended and embedded with guided discovery exercises and intelligent tutoring. Guided

discovery exercises allow students to interact with multimedia simulation, which guide

them to discover basic laws and concepts such as gas laws. Two intelligent tutors,

Stoichiometry Tutor and Lewis Structures, have been developed in OWL. OWL is

perhaps hitherto the most extensively tested intelligent learning environment. The OWL

system has been used by the full Chemistry courses since the Spring of 1997. In a typical

semester over 50,000 Chemistry quizzes are taken, with more than 500 in one day during

peak usage periods. The intelligent tutors in OWL produced impressive results. The 30

students who used the Stoichiometry Tutor scored 5-10% better than students in the

previous fall.

2.2 Limitations of The Related Work

As presented in above section, many ITS applications had very positive feedback during

their evaluations (Anderson et al 1985a; Lesgold et al 1992; Obradovich 1996). However,
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the development of such system is a very time-consuming and expensive process (Jerinic

and Devedzic 2000; Lester 1996; Schank 1994; Wu and Lee 1998). To build an ITS is

not easy, it means significant cost of realization, big development team, and large

computer resources. It is very attractive to make widely available ITS applications, not

only easily accessible from users, but also easily reused by developers. During the

development of DISTILS, the following limitations were found in existing ITS research

to fulfill this capability.

First, the mechanism for the integration of ITS and the Web has not been well

studied. Most existing intelligent learning applications are "on-site" educational systems

and tools, which are not widely accessible. While there are other Web-available

educational applications, many of them only use the Web as the delivery tool of lecture

material. Brusilovsky et al (1996), Forbus (1998), Woolf et al (2000) have done

pioneering work in Web-based ITS. However, their methodologies have limitations.

CyclePad Guru (Forbus 1998) has an obvious disadvantage that it requires students to

have access to email, and its response has a long time delay. ELM-ART (Brusilovsky et

al 1996) integrates ITS and Web through Common Gateway Protocol (CGI) and the

Common Lisp Hypermedia Server CL-HTTP. However, the CGI method has

performance and interoperability problems. The ITSs in OWL were developed as Java

applets and were downloaded as a whole and run in the client browser, it was difficult to

achieve balanced distribution of computer resource to improve performance.

Second, existing intelligent educational content is hard for other developers to access.

Most intelligent educational content today is in the form of massive binders of domain

expertise and pedagogical expertise, with little of the work focused on re-usability. Each
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ITS has to be built from scratch. Recent research has been addressing this difficulty. Wu

and Lee (1998) proposed that systematic development process could effectively improve

ITS productivity. Wu and Lee elaborated the ITS design space in terms of the principles

of design and highlighted the issues for a systematic approach to ITS, such as a paradigm

hierarchy and the need for a description language. However, these issues, as Wu and Lee

also noted, are very difficult themselves and somehow are impractical. Authoring tools

were also developed to improve the productivity of ITS development (Schank and

Kass1996; Jerinic and Devedzic 2000). Although authoring tool makes it easy for

developing ITS on a particular domain topic, it does not contribute to the reusability of an

ITS. Different systems use different platforms, adopt different architectures and different

knowledge organization. It is very difficult to adapt or tailor functions of an existing ITS

for purposes other than original ones. New ITS applications have to be developed from

scratch, therefore the development cost of is still high.

Another alternative is to develop reusable ITS components that could be easily

assembled into new application. However little research has been done so far. Clark

(1998) and Roschelle et al (1998) focus on developing reusable educational object to

enable plug and play assembly of educational software. Clark's MSE library is a

collection of educational animation and simulation tools. It is searchable to find out what

may be of interest and to reuse it as a whole. Roschelle et al adopted a component model,

OpenDoc, to develop educational components--EduObjects. Although both these two

works provided insights in developed intelligent educational components, they had

limitations. First, they only focused on the animation and visualization of domain

expertise by simulation, with no emphasis on how their animation could adapt to the
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learner's progress. Second, their objects still cannot be easily reused in environment with

different languages and different platforms.

To address the above limitations, two things are critical. The first one is how to model

and encapsulate intelligent educational components. The second one is how to provide

interoperability of such components in a dynamic and hybrid environment like the Web.

This dissertation made an exploratory effort to design a general object oriented

framework for the development of Web-based adaptive learning environment. The

objectives are two-fold. The first is to develop and evaluate the effectiveness of an ITS in

a Web-based environment; the second is to incorporate the state-of-the-art platform

independent distributed object technology to develop reusable, plug and playable Web-

based intelligent tutoring components.

In the following sections, a Web-based Adaptive Learning (WAL) paradigm, which

integrates intelligent tutoring into a Web-based environment, is first discussed. A general

framework for implementing WAL is then introduced.

2.3 Web-based Adaptive Learning (WAL)

2.3.1 Previous Learning Paradigms

The design of a learning environment has always featured and embodied a particular or

several learning paradigms. A review of the literature reveals three predominant learning

paradigms in the use of computer technologies in education: 1) the objectivism paradigm,

2) the collaborative paradigm, and 3) the constructivism paradigm. Each learning

paradigm differs in its underlying cognitive or psychological learning theories.
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In the objectivism paradigm, learning is a process of uncritically absorbing

objective knowledge of the reality. The teaching is essentially a knowledge

communication process. "Knowledge communication is defined as the ability to cause

andlor support the acquisition of one's knowledge by someone else, via a restricted set of

communication operations" (Wenger 1987). The purpose of teaching is to facilitate the

transfer of knowledge from an expert to learners. Historically, objectivism learning

paradigm is supported by a behaviorist learning theory where the emphasis was on

observable behavior modification. Since mid 1980s, behaviorist theory was replaced with

cognitive learning theories that focused on the hidden mental processes in learning under

certain situations (Kearsley 1993; Wassom 1997). Many ITSs were developed based on a

cognitive theory. For example, LIST-Tutor was designed around ACT-R, a cognitive

theory developed by Anderson and his associates.

The collaborative learning paradigm originates from Vygosky's (1962)

sociocultural theories of learning, which emphasizes that learning is a social activity

which takes place more effectively in the leaner's proximal development zone. It is

claimed that knowledge can be easily converged and formulated through peer

communication or communication between teachers and learners (Roschelle 1996). The

more it is shared and discussed, the more it can be learned and the more consistent it is.

Communication, listening, and participation are key factors in improving learning

efficiency. A collaborative learning environment always tries to facilitate conversations,

discussions and debates among participants to maximize the sharing of information and

knowledge among learners (Fuji 1996; Koschmann 1996; Li 1998; Wang 1997).

Numerous studies have demonstrated the effectiveness of collaborative learning.
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Roschelle (1996) showed that a group of students is more likely to attain the same level

of understanding and mastery through collaborative learning efforts, while such results

are not achievable through individual learning efforts. Li (1998) showed also that

students were more active at answering questions from their peers and had better

performance in their final examination when they are taught in a collaborative

environment.

The constructivist paradigm had its origins in the work of the developmental

psychologist Piaget (1977), who advocated the idea that each individual assimilates and

accommodates prior knowledge and therefore constructs his or her own interpretation of

an objective world. In contrast to objectivist paradigm, the constructivist paradigm views

the learning process as an active, goal-oriented, and constructive process instead of just a

knowledge transfer process. The knowledge is created by learners, rather than transmitted

to learners. Individuals perform better in learning when they are forced to discover things

themselves rather than when they are instructed. The constructivist view of learning has

inspired the development of a number of instructional methods, eg. "Learning by

designing" (Lester 1996), "Simulation-based learning by doing", "Learning by exploring"

(Schank 1994), and "learner-centered learning" (Norman and Spohrer 1996), all of them

dedicated to the proposition that individuals perform better in learning when they are

under circumstances of personal inquiry and discovery. For example, Lester et al (1996)

argued that in their formative evaluation of the Design-A-Plant, most of students' time

was spent in making designing decisions about features of the design that were most

critical. In Broadcast News (Schankl996), students are assigned a story to work on. A

rough draft of the story is produced for the student to take as a starting point. The
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student's main task is to edit the text and video to match the critique from subject matter

experts.

2.3.2 Web-based Adaptive Learning

Web-based Adaptive Learning (WAL) model integrates intelligent tutoring and

constructive learning paradigm. The objective of WAL is to help the students to help

themselves and to encourage and facilitate student-centered learning behaviors in the

Web environment. In this paradigm, intelligent educational objects are incorporated to

facilitate students' constructive learning through navigating, searching and practicing by

addressing certain challenges intrinsic in the Web learning environment. Its main features

are summarized in the following sections:

Learning by Navigating vs. Adaptive Navigation Guidance

The hypermedia format of the Web can provide students an environment to search

knowledge in a way that suits their logical needs. Students can browse the content at will:

they can decide to follow a link, to re-do a section, to totally skip a chapter or to complete

an exercise. Students are active and creative participants in navigating and exploring the

knowledge space. It has been found that this feature is most suitable for knowledgeable

users who know what they are seeking (Gray 1993; Ashani 1998). However, especially

when students are novices in the subject matter, the non-linear feature of the hypermedia

education can contribute to learning difficulty; students may be easily lost, memory

overloaded, or may miss or be unable to find important contents in a large non-linear

hyper-space. In this study, adaptive navigation guidance is introduced to encourage

students and make them feel successful during their learning exploration. It monitors the
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progress of student knowledge level and indicates where they are and what they are

missing or if they are not well prepared. In this way, students easily get what they need

and therefore can take full advantage of the Web-based learning environment.

Constructive Learning by Doing Using an On-line Intelligent Tutoring

Students form their own mental maps of domain subjects by navigating Web-based

knowledge space with self-adaptive guidance. Their mental maps need to be verified and

optimized so that they can effectively solve practical problems. "Learning by doing" is

often the best way for students to test and validate their knowledge. Students could learn

how it works when applying their own knowledge, during which incorrect or correct

understandings could be corrected or strengthened, respectively. Entire mental maps

therefore could be gradually optimized. However, there are dangers inherent in this sort

of learning by doing, especially in Web-based environment where timely help cannot be

guaranteed. Floundering during problem solving can often lead to confusion and

frustration. An on-line intelligent tutoring tool could significantly alleviate these

problems and help students acquire the necessary procedural skills.

2.4 A CORBA-driven Object Oriented WAL Development Framework

There are two essential issues to be addressed for the development of reusable intelligent

tutoring components in a heterogeneous environment like Web. The first issue is how to

encapsulate knowledge components, and the second issue is interoperability. Existing ITS

research, however, does not address these two issues well. In this study, object oriented

knowledge representation techniques, together with Common Object Request Broker
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Architecture (CORBA), an industry standard toward developing distributed and

interoperable software components, are used to integrate ITS components in Web based

environment.

In the following sections, first a review of knowledge representation techniques

has been provided. Distributed object technology--CORBA is then briefly introduced.

Finally, a framework is designed using CORBA as the infrastructure to facilitate reusable

WAL application development.

2.4.1 Knowledge Representation

Knowledge representation has been a central problem in most ITS implementations. The

basic problem of knowledge representation is to provide sufficient presentation notation

with which to represent and process knowledge (Wang 1997). Three important

techniques have been found in knowledge representation area: semantic networks,

production rules, and object oriented methods (Carbonell 1970; Anderson et al 1985a;

Adeli and Hung 1990; Lee and O'Keefe 1996; Gorti et al 1998).

Semantic network has its origin in natural language processing (Bench-capon

1990). In linguistics, the study of semantics attempt to describe the meanings of words,

and semantic networks attempt to give this description by relating the symbols in a

network. There are two important components in a semantic network: nodes and arcs.

The nodes represent concepts denoted by the words, and the arcs represent relationships

between these concepts. Figure 2.l shows a simple example of a semantic network.

The use of semantic network in ITS traced back to the work done by Carbonell

(1970). In SCHOLAR, semantic networks were used to store and access information and

served as the basis to convey knowledge to students. Webb's feature networks in AICAL
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is a kind of enhanced semantic network (Webb 1988). OFM (Chappell et al 1997; Chu et

al 1995) in GT-VITA is a much complex semantic network. In OFM, the nodes represent

operator activities that need to be learned, and the arcs define events critical for control.

Although SCHOLAR, OFM, and AICAL demonstrated that semantic networks could

effectively support knowledge representation and processing in ITS, these networks do

present some fundamental limitations; there is a certain lack of structure, which leads to

realistically sized networks becoming extremely complicated. Also in semantic networks,

it is difficult to represent procedural knowledge (Wenger 1987).

The production system technique has been the major knowledge representation

technique (Anderson and Lebiere 1998). A production system consists of a set of rules in

which each rule represents a unit of skill. A rule has two components. The first

component is a list of conditions and the second component is a list of actions which may

be appropriately performed when the conditions are satisfied. Given a set of initial data

structures, a production system operates as follows. That rule whose condition is true of

current data is fired, that is the actions are taken. The results modify the current data

structures. This leads to another rule being fired, leading to further modification. The

entire process halts either when no condition is true or when an action containing a stop

operation occurs.

The following is a simple example of production rule.

IF (?x bird true)

THEN (?x canFly true)

This rule says that if it is a bird, it then can fly.
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The major advantage claimed for production system is that it provides a single

uniform method of representation, which is relatively easy to understand for the non-

computer specialists. The IF . . . Then format is intuitively straightforward, and the use of

these rules is not difficult to grasp. Due to such advantages, production systems have

been a dominant technique in knowledge' representation area and have been used by

majority of intelligent tutoring applications. Most intelligent system applications adopted

production system. So do ITSs (Goldstein 1982; Anderson et al 1985a; Anderson and

Reiser 1985b; Brusilovsky et al 1996; Forbus 1998; Wong and Quek 1998).

An important disadvantage of production system is its maintainability. While it

seems easy to realize incremental development by adding new rules, a lot of issues are

concerned, such as what other rules there are, and how they will interact with the new one

once when these rules are not truly declarative. Large production systems tend to become

hard to update. The lack of structure in production systems eventually starts to become a

drawback. It has been suggested that productions rules are inadequate for describing

domain objects and as well as for describing static relationships among objects (Lee and

O'Keefe, 1996).

Object oriented knowledge representation has its origin in object-oriented

programming language and object oriented software engineering. The increasing

popularity of object oriented programming language and wide success in the object

oriented software engineering practice (Jocobson 1993; Booch 1994; Chien and Xue

1997) leads to the introduction of object oriented technology into knowledge

representation area. Object oriented programming language provides a more natural way

for developing software components. The basic mechanisms of object oriented
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programming language are objects, messages, methods, classes, subclasses, and

inheritance and polymorphism. Objects are discrete software modules that contain both

data and instructions that operate the data, thus objects have the ability to act. Action

occurs when an object receives a message. Methods that reside in an object determine

how the object acts when it receives a message. Packaging an object's data within the

protection of its methods is called encapsulation. A class is a description of a set of nearly

identical objects. Each object is an instance of its class. Classes are organized into class

hierarchies. Subclasses inherit state and behavior from their superclass, and usually have

some additional attributes and methods of their own. Inheritance provides a natural way

for structuring software modules, which increases their modularity and reusability.

The essence of problem solving within the object-oriented paradigm is to identify

the real-world objects relevant to the problem, the attributes of those objects, and the

processing operations in which they participate. Many practices have shown that by

encapsulating highly related data and methods into objects and organizing objects into a

hierarchical class structure, object technology make it possible for us to manage large

systems, to change them and to reuse parts of old systems in new systems (Booch 1994;

Jacobson 1993). The object-oriented mechanism embedded into the programming

languages like C++ enables the programmer to reuse code efficiently (Meyer and Wu

1990).

Object oriented knowledge representation has become popular since the early

1990s. Having seen the advantages of object technology in software engineering,

researchers are interested to see if these advantages could be taken in the area of

knowledge representation. In an object oriented knowledge representation scheme,
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knowledge elements, ranging from primitives to complex elements, are represented as

knowledge classes. A knowledge class is an integration of both declarative and

procedural knowledge on a particular topic. Declarative knowledge is represented in

attribute, and procedural knowledge is implemented as methods. Among knowledge

classes, there are general relationships such as generalizationlspecification, aggregation,

or domain related relationships, such as supervision between teachers and students,

neutralization between acids and bases. Knowledge classes, together with the

relationships, usually form a hierarchical structure, which facilitates knowledge

organization and improves reusability. A well-defined knowledge class could be easily

inherited and extended in such hierarchical structure.

Recently, object oriented knowledge representation techniques have been widely

studied in different domains (Akagi 1990; Kurumbalapitiya and Ratnajcevan 1993;

Lefancois and Montreuil 1994; Raphael and Kumar 1997; Tang 1997; Gorti et al 1998;

Karacal and Mize 1998; Ming and Yang 1998; Hakman and Groth 1999). Chien (1997)

developed an object oriented knowledge representation scheme into the task planner for

mobile navigation. Raphael and Kumar (1997) proposed object oriented knowledge

representation scheme to deal with past cases in the development of case based design

systems. Gorti et al (1998) investigated an object-oriented knowledge representation for

product and design processes, and found that object-oriented approaches have enabled a

natural decomposition and hierarchical structuring of design product knowledge.

Emelyanov and Iassinovski (1997) adopted an object-oriented approach for discrete

manufacturing systems simulation and concluded that the use of the object-oriented

approach increases the clarity and ease of manufacturing systems description for
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simulation. Tang (1997) applied object technology in building environmental modeling

and observed that the development of object-based knowledge representation mechanism

enables the compatibility and extensibility. Hakman and Groth (1999) concluded that

both the object-oriented and distributed objects methodologies were more feasible and

suitable for biomedical system modeling than that was available before such as

continuous modeling and others. Vaishnavi and Buchanan (1997) describe smart object

paradigm as suitable knowledge representation paradigm for the modeling and design of

operations support systems. A smart object is an encapsulation of task knowledge, control

knowledge, data, and procedures, which can be used to model complex operations

environment. The object oriented approach has also been attempted in ITS. Wang (1997)

presented an object-oriented approach for knowledge representation scheme in a

collaborative learning environment—LearnOOP. In LearnOOP, Telos, an object oriented

knowledge representation language, was successfully applied to model the knowledge

elements like topics and algorithms.

2.4.2 Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA)

CORBA is a middleware specification developed by Object Management Group (0MG),

a consortium of over a hundred of companies to facilitate distributed object computing

(0MG 2000). It has two major objectives: 1) to make it easier to implement new

application in distributed, hybrid-environment, such as different hosts, different

languages. CORBA makes networking programming much easier by allowing one to

create distributed applications that interact as though they were implemented in a single

programming language on one computer; 2) to encourage the writing of open, reusable

applications to improve productivity of software engineering (IONA 1998). To do this,
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CORBA brings the advantages of object-oriented techniques to a distributed

environment. It allows one to design a distributed application as a set of cooperating

objects and to reuse existing objects in new applications.

As shown in Figure 2.2, four major parts are defined in CORBA: the Object

Request Broker (ORB), Object Services, Common Facilities, and Application Objects

(Seigel 1996; Pope 1997; Hogue 1998). Object Services defines the system-level

frameworks necessary for any application to be constructed in a reasonably high level,

including object life cycle, naming, event notification, persistence, transactions, and

concurrency. Common Facilities are application-oriented objects providing high level

functionality that defines general capabilities required by many applications, including

accessing databases, printing files, document management, and e-mail. The ORB sits at

the architecture's heart. It provides the basic object interaction capabilities necessary for

communication among any of the components. It lets objects transparently make requests

to and receive responses from other objects locally or remotely. Application Objects

represent the actual software being developed for solving domain-specific problems.
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CORBA relies on a protocol called the 'Internet Inter-ORB Protocol (HOP) for

remoting objects (Baker 1997). Everything in the CORBA architecture depends on the

ORB. The ORB acts as a central object bus over which each CORBA object interacts

transparently with other CORBA objects located either locally or remotely. Each

CORBA server object has an interface and exposes a set of methods. To request a

service, a CORBA client acquires an object reference to a CORBA server object. The

client can now make method calls on the object reference as if the CORBA server object

resided in the client's address space. The ORB is responsible for finding a CORBA

object's implementation, preparing it to receive requests, communicate requests to it and

carry the reply back to the client. A CORBA object interacts with the ORB either through

the ORB interface or through an Object Adapter - either a Basic Object Adapter (BOA)

or a Portable Object Adapter (POA).

For developing CORBA-compliant application objects, developers need to

specify an interface for each object by using Interface Definition Language (IDL). IDL is

one of the founding principles of CORBA. It is CORBA object contract language. An

Object's IDL defines it boundaries in terms of its contractual interfaces with potential

objects. The IDL interface files describes the data types and methods or operations that a

server provides for an implementation of a given object. Since the 0MG does specify

mappings from CORBA IDL to various programming languages, including C, C++,

SmallTalk, and Java, CORBA Objects written in IDL are portable across languages,

tools, operating systems, and networks. CORBA provides operating system and language

independent interfaces to all the services and objects residing on the ORB. Therefore,
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client and server objects written in different languages and running on different platforms

can inter-operate through ORB and its associated service provided by ORB vendors.

CORBA has been successfully applied in the development of applications in

many domains: finance, healthcare, manufacturing, education and commerce (Gennari et

al 1998; Narayanan and Malu 1998; Deveizic and Radovic 1999; Hoffiner et al 2000;

Rezayat 2000). Narayanan (1998) applied CORBA in developing Web-based airbase

logistics system simulation. Rezayat (2000) recommend combining CORBA with the

Web standards to create the object web to deal with integrated product and process

development in distributed design and manufacturing environment. Harvard University

successfully deployed CORBA in the development of course-online system (0MG 2000).

Gennari et al (1998) developed an architecture for a CORBA implementation of a library

of platform independent, sharable problem-solving methods and knowledge bases. In

their approach, CORBA provides a useful infrastructure that helps components in a reuse

library more accessible.

2.4.3 A CORBA-driven WAL Development Framework

A generic CORBA-driven object oriented framework was designed for developing Web-

based adaptive learning components. The framework is shown in Figure 2.3. It is based

on a layered structure and essentially consists of the following six components:

• User Interface Components: These are components that collectively define the web-

based user interface and developed by using HTML, and Java.



Figure 2.3 A CORBA-driven Framework for WAL

• Repository Components: These components provide facilities to provide

connectivity to data sources and load and store objects across distributed

environments.

• Knowledge Objects: Knowledge objects model domain expertise. Each knowledge

object owns expertise on a small topic. In DISTILS, a knowledge object consists of

capability of problem solving, explanation, and interoperability. Small knowledge

objects could interact together and represent expertise on a large topic.

■ Student Modeler: Student modeler traces student's knowledge practice and predicts

student's performance on a particular knowledge in a particular problem context.

■ Instructional Engine: Instructional engine is the core educational component in this

framework. It is responsible for generating context sensitive tutoring behaviors. It
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could consist of a variety of tutoring tools in terms of requirements of particular

applications. In the DISTILS prototype, it consists of two major components:

intelligent tutoring tool (ITT), and adaptive lecture guidance (ALG).

Intelligent Tutoring Tool (ITT): ITT acts as a problem solving coach. Students who

have difficulty in passing pre-lab quiz are expected to get on-line problem solving

coaching from ITT. It is composed of three modules: Current Problem Space,

Blackboard and Coach Delivery. Current problem space stores knowledge objects,

which are initialized in terms of problem statements. These knowledge objects are

expected to solve the questions collaboratively and to generate and put solution plan

and activities on Blackboard. Coach Delivery reads the solution plan and activities

from blackboard and schedules tutoring topics in terms of student knowledge status.

Adaptive Lecture Guidance (ALG): ALG acts as student curriculum advisor.

Usually it works at passive role. In DISTILS, ALG passively responds to student

request for help if students do not know where they are and what is the appropriate

next learning topic. The student modeler is then activated to generate student

knowledge status tree; and the topic extractor finds the prerequisite relationships

among student unknown topics; finally the lecture delivery determines the selection

of the next topic and illustrates to the student where slhe is and how to get to the topic

suggested.

• ORB: ORB refers to CORBA middleware that mediates the transfer of messages

from a program to an object located on a remote network hosts. In this study, Java-
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ORB serves as the communication backbone hiding the underlying complexity of

networking communication from the programming.

This CORBA-based framework provides a more flexible mechanism than existing

methods for the development of WAL. First, it eliminates the platform restrictions for

existing applications (Gennari et al 1998). Second, intelligent educational applications

usually need huge computer resources (Forbus 1998). With the support of this

framework, applications are more scaleable. Intelligent educational components could be

easily deployed over distributed computer resources and the system load will be more

balanced.

Another advantage of the CORBA-driven framework is that it makes possible for

the development of reusable, plug and playable intelligent educational components. Well-

developed educational components can be reused as-is in new applications given that

their interfaces are well defined using CORBA IDL, and new components can be built by

making incremental modifications to existing ones. As shown in Figure 2.4, instruction

engine consists of two components: intelligent tutoring tool and adaptive lecture

guidance. New components could also be developed and easily assembled into the

system. One could also designe new knowledge objects and a student modeler and easily

assemble them with existing systems given they obey each other's interface

specifications.



CHAPTER 3

KNOWLEDGE OBJECTS: AN OBJECT KNOWLEDGE MODEL

3.1 The Knowledge. Features in General Chemistry Laboratory

To be able to represent Chemistry in terms of interacting objects, it is fundamental to

define its characteristics. Chemistry deals with all the substances that make up our

environment. It also deals with the changes that take place in these substances - changes

that make the difference between a cold and lifeless planet and one with life and growth

(O'Connor 1977). Particularly, fundamental chemistry deals with common properties of

daily substances, regularities among these properties, and regularities about reactions

among these substances.

Knowledge of general chemistry could be considered substance-oriented. It could

be viewed from two different perspectives: static and dynamic. 1) From a static

perspective, each substance has its own properties identifying itself, for example water

(H20) is described by the color, form, composition, boiling temperature, and other

properties. Different substances have different compositions and properties. For example,

the water molecule is composed of two hydrogen atoms and an oxygen atom, while the

hydrogen chloride molecule is composed of a hydrogen atom and a chloride atom.

Substances sharing important similar properties are classified into the same group, for

example salts are classified into electrolytes as they all dissolve in water to give solutions

that conduct electricity. 2) From a dynamic perspective, changes take place in these

substances. Some changes are internal in a substance, for example, the density of water

changes with its temperature, and the volume of gas changes accordingly when pressure

36
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changes. Some changes are results of the reactions among different substances under

certain conditions, for example, hydrogen and oxygen react together producing water and

releasing energy. Regularities are observed during these changes. For example, the

density of water is found to change in terms of temperature according to certain formula,

and in chemical reactions, mass and atoms are found to be conserved when the chemical

bonding changes.

In conclusion, knowledge in general chemistry can be represented in two major

groups. One is about substances, like water, vinegar, their properties, like form, density,

and their compositions. The other is chemical interrelationship among these substances,

in other words, how substances react together. Students need to learn such knowledge to

develop their operational skills of how to take advantage of them to identify unknown

substances or measure properties of unknown substances. Further, they need to learn and

develop skills to use their knowledge in a quantitative way to calculate an amount

produced, or rates of reactions, or amounts of energy consumed or released, etc.
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3.2 An Object Model

Using an object model, we formalize the fundamental general chemistry domain in terms

of objects and relationships. The organization of domain knowledge is illustrated in

Figure 3.l. The domain knowledge consists of multiple topics. A topic describes a

tutoring objective. It consists of related knowledge classes and relationship classes. A

knowledge or relationship class describes a single knowledge element of domain

knowledge and is elaborated in the next section. Knowledge objects and relationships are

instances of knowledge class and relationship class.

3.2.1 Definition of Objects

An object, Co, is defined as a unique, identified entity in the following form:

Co = (Id, A, R, M, K)

■ Id is the unique identifier of an object (Co).

■ A is set of attributes. Each attribute is represented in terms of three-tuples, (t, a, v). a

is the name of the attribute of Co and is represented by a symbol which is unique in

A. t is the type of the attribute and v is the value.

■ R is a tuple, (dri, dr2, drn). drib, dr2, ..., and drn are the name of the dynamic

relationships the object is involved.

■ M is a set of tuples, (m,tp l ,tp2 ,...,tpn , tr). Each tuple is a method signature. The

symbol m represents a method name; methods define operations on objects. The

symbols, tp1, tp2,	 tp, specify the argument type and tr specifies the returned

value type.
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■ K is a set of knowledge units owned by Co. A knowledge could be either factual or

procedural. Factual knowledge is used to determine the value of attributes; procedural

knowledge defines complex factional relationships among attributes. Each knowledge

within the set is defined by (kname, descrip), where kname is a unique identifier for

the knowledge, and descrip is its description. Each description often takes the form of

symbolic expression, (ad dd expo). ad is the target attribute. do is the dependent

attributes, and exp is the expression of the knowledge. exp takes the form of (=

formula). formula defines the value relationship among target attribute, ad, and

dependent attributes, dd.

Objects can model substances, energy and particles in general chemistry. Objects use the

encapsulation method to contain a collection of related attributes and methods. The

attributes represent properties identifying substances or energy or particles and their
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states. The methods are the procedures for manipulating attributes.

For example, let us consider a tube of water as an object (Figure 3.2). Water has

its properties like weight, volume, density, etc., which are stored as attribute values. It

also has methods like DECIDE, QUERY, and EXPLAIN. The DECIDE method in water

object could be used to assign a value to any property. The QUERY method could be

used to query the value of any property, if the value is not known, it will automatically

try to solve according to available information. EXPLAIN method could be used to ask

water object to explain its answer. The water object also possesses two knowledge units.

One is how to measure the density given the weight and the volume. The other is a

factual knowledge, which defines the value of the pH attribute as 7. The example is

shown in Figure 4.2 and is formally specified as follows:
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3.2.2 Relationships

The object model explicitly represents relationships among objects. A generic

relationship is defined as follows:

• rid is the unique identifier of the relationship.

• RO is a set of three-tuples, (t, ro, v). Each tuple of RO is called a role in the

relationship. ro is the name of the role and v is the value of role and t is the type of v.

types of values can be such as acid role and base role for a neutralization relationship.

There must be at least two objects to define the roles in a relationship.

■ A is set of attributes. Each attribute is represented in terms of three-tuples, (t, a, v). a

is the name of the attribute of ro and is represented by a symbol which is unique in A.

t is the type of the attribute and v is the value.

■ M is a set of tuples,	 tr). Each tuple is a method signature. The

symbol m represents a method name; methods define operations on objects. The

symbols, tpbtp2,...,tp., specify the argument type and tr specifies the returned value

type.

Figure 3.3 shows a relationship of neutralization among a NaOH object, NaOH-1, and

a HC1 object, HC1-l. It is also formally specified as:
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3.2.3 Classes

A Class is a template shared by similar objects. It is defined in the similar form as an

object:

Cc = (Idc, Ac, Rc, Mc, Kc)

■ Idc is the unique identifier of a class (Cc).

■ Ac is set of attributes. Each attribute is represented in terms of bipartite, (t, a). a is the

name of the attribute of Cc and is represented by a symbol which is unique in Ac. t is

the type of the attribute, such as string, float, double and integer.

■ Rc is a tuple, (drib, dr2, 	 drn). drib, dr2, ..., and drn are the name of the

relationships the class is involved.
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■ Mc is a set of tuples, tr). Each tuple is a method signature. The

symbol m represents a method name; methods define operations on classes. The

symbols, tp1, Bp2,..., Bp., specify the argument type and Br specifies the returned

value type.

■ Kc is a set of knowledge units owned by Cc. A knowledge could be either factual or

procedural. Factual knowledge is used to determine the value of attributes; procedural

knowledge defines complex functional relationships among attributes. Each

knowledge within the set is defined by (kname, descrip), where kname is a unique

identifier for the knowledge, and descrip is its description. Each description often

takes the form of symbolic expression, (ad dd exp). ad is the target attribute. do is

the dependent attributes, and exp is the expression of the knowledge. exp takes the

form of (= formula). formula defines the value relationship among target attribute,

ad, and dependent attributes, dd.

Similarly, a relationship class is a template shared by similar relationships. It is

defined in a similar form as a relationship:

Rc=(ridc, R0c, Ac, Mc)

• ridc is the unique identifier of the relationship class.

• R0c is a set of bipartite, (B, ro). Each tuple of R0c is called a role in the relationship.

ro is the name of the role and B is the type of ro. There must be at least two classes

when defining the roles of a relationship.

■ A is set of attributes. Each attribute is represented in terms of pair-tuples, (B, a). a is

the name of the attribute of ro and is represented by a symbol which is unique in A. B

is the type of the attribute.
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■ M is a set of tuples, (m,tpi,tp2,...,tpn, tr). Each tuple is method signature. The symbol

m represents a method name; methods define operations on objects. The symbols,

Bpi,Bp2,•••,Bpn, specify the argument type and Br specifies the returned value type.

Class is an abstraction mechanism that makes common properties and semantics.

Classes define methods and attributes that can be inherited by subclasses or objects. An

object is classified as an instance of a class if the object inherits all attributes,

relationships, methods and knowledge of the class. Generalization and specialization are

also defined in terms of the class abstractions. Special cases of a class are commonly

known as subclasses of that class; the more general case, in turn, is known as the

superclass of its special cases. Generalization/Specification is a special case of

relationship class, and it is represented as follows:

In general chemistry, generalization happens when substances are classified or

regularities are found. For example, gases, liquids, and solids have different structure or

features, but they do have some common properties and same regularities over these

properties, like volume, weight, and density, and a common relationship regularity

between density, volume and weight. Therefore, substance could be considered as a

generalization of liquid, solid, and gas, as shown in Figure 3.4.
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Substances

Color
Weight
Density
Volume
Form

Liquid Solid Gas

Form = Liquid Form = Solid Form = Gas

4.4 AnFigure Example of Class Inheritance

Composition defines the structural relationships among classes or objects. It is

another special case of the relationship class. It is represented as follows:

Comp = ( Comp
(class "container role")
(class "part role")

(double nContainer)
(double nPart)



Figure 3.5 An Example of Composition Relationship

Figure 3.5 shows some composition relationships in the general chemistry

domain. A mixture is two or more substances combined in varying proportions - each

retaining its own specific properties. The components of a mixture can be separated by

physical means, without the making and breaking of chemical bonds, such as air, table

salt thoroughly dissolved in water, milk and wood. A pure substance refers to a substance

with a constant composition. It can be classified as either an element or as a compound.

Examples: Table salt (sodium chloride, Nail), water (H20), iron (Fe), copper (Cu), and

oxygen (02). An element is a substance that cannot be separated into two or more

substances by ordinary chemical (or physical) means. Elements are composed of only one

kind of atom. Examples: Iron (Fe), copper (Cu), and oxygen (02). A compound is a

substance that contains two or more elements, in definite proportion by weight. The

composition of a pure compound will be invariant, regardless of the method of

preparation. Compounds are composed of more than one kind of atoms. The term
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molecule is used for the smallest unit of a compound that still retains all of the properties

of the compound. Examples: Table salt (sodium chloride, NaC1) and water (H20).

3.2.4 Topic

Classes and objects that are closely related and generally learned as a group are modeled

together as a topic. A topic may correspond to a part, a chapter, a section, or a subsection

of a textbook, whose content consists of a subset of the subject materials. A natural

criterion for forming topics is to group classes that have the same tutoring goal. A generic

topic is defined as follows:

T.(tid, TC, TR)

• Bid is the unique identifier of the topic.

■ TC is a set of classes. Each element of TC is a domain concept that is modeled as

object classes.

■ TR is a set of relationship classes. Each element of TR is a regularity that is modeled

as relationship classes.

For example, Matter is one of the tutoring topics in General Chemistry laboratory.

It consists of concepts such as SUBSTANCE, MIXTURE, SOLID, GAS, LIQUID, and

relationships such as Contain.
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3.3	 ProBoBype General ChemisBry 0bjecB Model DescripBion

The knowledge classes and relationships defined in the prototype system under the

defined object model are described. Specifically, we focus on the design of the object

model in three laboratory experiments: Density, Acid Titration, and pH and Buffers.

3.3.1 Classes

Table 3.1 shows 14 knowledge classes that are defined for the above three laboratories.

The DomainAgent class is an abstract base class describing common properties of all

knowledge classes in a knowledge base. Since DomainAgent is the most generic class in

the prototype object model, it is placed in the very root of the class diagrams. The

DomainAgent class is defined as follows:

(DomainAgent(
(string name)



The DomainAgent has three attributes: name, definition, and extension that provide

general information about a class. There are four methods that are also defined in

DomainAgent and explained as follows:

■ Query: Query method responds the request addressed and returns the value of

attribute. It takes one parameter, which specifies the name of the attribute, and returns

the value of the attribute. If the value is not available, the internal Solution method is

called and the domain agent tries to solve it in terms of its knowledge. If a solution is

successfully achieved, the value will be returned, else it will request its relationships

for the value of the attribute. If the value can be determined by the relationships, the

value will be returned, else a value of -1.0 is finally returned. The algorithm of the

Solution method is defined as follows:

i) add the attribute to the solve-pending-lisB ;

ii) Search the Kc list, if Kc.descrip.ad equals the attribute, add to the K list;

iii) 	 If Klist is empty, go to ix;
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■ Decide: It is the interface to determine or set the value of a particular attribute.

■ Explain: It explains how the value of an attribute is achieved. If the value is given, it

returns GIVENContext, which is a particular tutorContext, if the value is not

available, it returns NULL, else it returns a tutorContext explaining how the value is

achieved. The structure of a tutorContext is discussed in detail in Chapter 6.

■ RegistRel: It is the interface for registering an association with the instance of the

class.
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The Atom and Molecule classes inherit from the DomainAgent class. The Atom class

possesses knowledge about the atoms, for example, the atomic weight of atomic

elements. The Molecule class possesses knowledge about the molecules, for example,

how to calculate molecular weight.

The Substance class models chemical substances. It inherits from DomainAgent, and

has attributes like weight, volume, density, and the knowledge of the regularity among

weight, volume and density. The Solid class inherits from Substance class. The Water

class inherits from Compound class. It also has attributes like temperature, knowledge of

its molecular formula, and the regularity between its density and temperature.

The Acid solution and Base solution class inherits from Electrolyte class. The Acid

solution class defines attributes like molarity, number of H+ produced from each

molecule of acid, W/V%, etc., it also possess the knowledge that regulates these

attributes. The Base solution class defines attributes like molarity, number of OH-

produced from each molecule of base, W/V%. It also possesses the knowledge that

regulates these attributes. NaOH, KHP, FormicAcid and NicotinicAcid inherit from the

Base or Acid class, respectively. They also have specific attributes and knowledge to

themselves.

3.3.2 RelaBionships

There are many kinds of regularities in the General Chemistry domain. In our prototype

system, we have defined four kinds of relationship classes, they are Association, Chem-

Alias, Contain, and Neutralization. The Association class is an abstract based class for all
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relationship classes in the relationship class, and the Chem-Alias, Contain, and

Neutralization models specific regularities.

Association

The Association class provides a template to model chemistry regularities. It is defined as

follows:

The Association has three attributes: name, definition, and extension, which give

general information about an association class. Four methods are also defined and

explained as follows:

■ Query: Query method responds the request addressed and returns the value of the

object's attribute. It takes one parameter, which specifies the name of the Object's

attribute, and returns the value. Since different kinds of regularities have different

function, different association classes have to implement this method differently.

■ Decide: It is the interface to determine or set the value of a particular attribute.
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■ Explain: It explains how the value of an object's attribute is achieved. If the value is

not available, it returns NULL, else it returns a tutorContext explaining how the value

is achieved. The structure of tutorContext is discussed in detail in Chapter 5.

■ AddObjects: It is the interface for registering an object with the instance of an

association class

Chem-Alias

Properties of chemical substances are either extensive properties or intensive properties.

The value of an extensive property depends on how much matter is being considered.

Mass, length and volume are all extensive properties. More matter means more mass,

Another important point to note is that the value of extensive quantities can be added

together. The value of an extensive property depends on the quantity of the matter. The

measured value of an intensive property on the other hand does not depend on how much

matter is being considered. For example, density and temperature are intensive properties.

Suppose you have two equal quantity of water, each at exactly the same temperature. If

you combine these two amounts the temperature of the combined water body would still

remain the same, unlike mass or volume,.

Chem-alias refers to those instances that are initialized from the same object and

have the same intensive property values. For example, in an acid titration experiment,

you first standardize some sodium hydroxide solution, then you make several object

aliases from this standardized sodium hydroxide to standardize other solutions. These

instance aliases may be different in their weight, volume or other extensive properties,

but they all have the same with the intensive properties, like molarity or density.
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The Chem-alias class inherits from the Association class, and implements the

Query method. When a request for the value of an object's attribute is received, it

determines if the attribute is an extensive one, if not, it responds with "-1.0", else it

initiates a request to other object on the specific attribute. If a value is finally achieved, it

returns the value, else it returns "-1.0".

ConBain

The Contain association class models the regularities that when several substances are

physically put together in a container. It implements the following observations: 1) The

volume of the container equals sum of the volume of the substances that fully fill the

container; 2) the weight of the mixture is the total weight of all substances in the

relationship.

Figure 3.6 Neutralization Relationship Class

NeuBralizaBion

When an acid and a base are put together, neutralization happens and water (H20) and

salt are produced. Figure 3.6 shows such chemical dynamic. The Neutralization class
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inherits from the Association class and implements in its Query method with the

chemical regularity that when an acid neutralizes a base, the moles of H+ must be equal

to the moles of OH-.

3.3.3 An Example Model for Acid TiBration LaboraBory

In acid titration laboratory, students learn how to standardize an acid or a base,

and how to use a standardized solution to analyze other unknown base or acid solutions.

A typical experimental procedure uses the following steps:

1. Standardize some NaOH solution using potassium hydrogen phthalate(KFIP),
2. Then pipet out a unknown vinegar and titrate it with the standardized NaOH,
3. Finally weigh out a tablet containing a monoprotic acid,
4. Dissolve it and titrate it with NaOH of 1).

Students measure various data in this procedure, and are asked to analyze some of

the properties of unknown solutions. For example, the following data are observed and

unknown properties to be analyzed are:

During this typical procedure, objects involved are KHP, Vinegar, Tablet

Solution, NaOH1, NaOH2 and NaOH3. KHP neutralizes NaOH1, NaOH2 neutralizes
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Vinegar, NaOH3 neutralizes Tablet solution, and NaOH1, NaOH2 and NaOH3 are alias

for the standardized NaOH solution. Figure 3.7 models the above typical procedure in

acid titration laboratory.

3.4 The Knowledge 0bjects: A C0RBA ImplemenBaBion

3.4.1 The IDL Mapping of Bhe 0bjecB Model

In DISTILS, all classes and relationship classes are implemented as CORBA-based

knowledge objects. The interface of each knowledge object is defined using CORBA

IDL.

The mapping from the object model to the IDL is quite straightforward. The

attributes are mapped to IDL attributes, and the methods are mapped to IDL methods.
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Since there is no explicit knowledge description in IDL, we embodied the knowledge into

implementation of IDL methods. Figure 4.9 shows a partial IDL definition in DISTILS.

3.4.2 CooperaBive Problem Solving of Bhe Knowledge 0bjecBs

Each knowledge object is an encapsulation that is capable of deciding its own attributes,

accepting and responding requests on its own attributes, and having social awareness to

other knowledge objects. It is essentially an intelligent object.

Take NaOH as an example of a knowledge object. NaOH inherits from Base,

which indirectly inherits from DomainAgent. NaOH therefore inherits all of its

superciasses. NaOH owns its knowledge, both factual and procedural. Factual knowledge

includes its molecular formula, its number of OH-, etc.. Procedural knowledge includes

regularities like the dependency among molarity, moles and volume, the dependency

among moles, weight and mass, etc.. NaOH could also know its relationships with other

DISTILS knowledge objects.

The knowledge objects are capable of cooperating together to solve a particular

problem. Take the example in section 3.3.3 as an example. 12 knowledge objects are

initialized. KHP, NaOH1, NaOH2, NaOH3, Neul, Neu2, Neu3, AliaCheml, Vinegar,

Tablet, Atom, and Molecular are instance of KHP, NaOH 1, Neutralization, AliaChem.

Vinegar, Acid, Atom, Molecular class respectively (Figure 3.8).

In this example, the third question asks the Molarity of NaOH1. When a message

(?molarity) is received by NaOH1, the NaOHl object tries to solve it and searches for the

value of its moles. However, the value of moles is not available and could not be

determined by itself. NaOH1 turns to its relationship—neul. The neul relationship tries

to determine the value of Na0Hl's moles. That in turn sends a message (?moles) to KHP
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object. KHP determines the value of its moles and returns it. The value of NaOH l's

moles is then determined by neul. Finally, Na0H1's molarity is determined.

3.4.3 ReusabiliBy of Knowledge 0bjecBs

The CORBA based encapsulation gives DISTILS knowledge objects the ability to be

reused. In the prototype system of DISTILS, these objects are easily reused in different

laboratories and are able to cooperatively solve various exercises. Figure 3.10 shows

some exercises in DISTILS. Given that these objects have been developed under CORBA

standard, they could also easily reused in other similar applications.
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DomainObject

Definition
Extension

DECIDE( Attribute )
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EXPLAIN( Attribute
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Class
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Figure 3.11 A Partial Diagram for DISTILS Object Model



CHAPTER 4

STUDENT M0DELER

4.1	 StudenB Modeling Techniques

Most existing ITSs developed a student model while trying to provide intelligent and

effective tutorial activities, such as adaptive curriculum planning, behavior diagnosis,

performance evaluation and tutoring motivation. Student model represents what the

teacher understands about the student from their interactions. Student model includes two

perspectives: personal attributes and knowledge model.

Personal attributes refer to the student's characteristics such as self-confidence,

level of concentration, memory capability, and preferred presentation style, which are

very important for effective tutoring. Milne (1996) presented an effort of development of

the model of learner attributes and its use within adaptive tutoring system. In their work,

multivariate statistical techniques were used to develop model of users' individual

characteristics from empirical data. Matsubara (1996) proposed a human model which

represents the student's internal psychological state and constructed a motivation system

for the student in his/her learning process, to give the appropriate encouragement, praise

or reproach messages.

Student knowledge model expresses what knowledge the student has mastered

and what the student is still having difficulty with or has not uncovered. Overlay model

was historically the oldest approach (Goldstein 1982). It represents the student's

knowledge as the subset of an expert's knowledge. Its disadvantage is that it assumes that

students' errors do not come from anomalies (bugs) in their knowledge, but only and

63
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always from incomplete knowledge. Such an assumption is unrealistic, as demonstrated

by the inability of overlay models to explain students' behavior in a number of situations

(Mitrovic 1996). Despite of its disadvantages, overlay model is still widely used in ITS

applications because of its simplicity and ease of development.

Research has found that student modeling is so difficult that it is impractical to

develop an accurate student model. It was also agreed that ITS could benefit substantially

from even an inaccurate student model (Self 1994; Mitrovic 1996). DISTILS also

benefits from a simple student model, which is described in following sections.

4.2 The ComponenBs for DISTILS SBudenB Model

In DISTILS, To represent student knowledge status, an overlay model was developed. It

includes two components: knowledge practice database and performance predictor.

4.2.1 Knowledge PracBice DaBabase

Each entry in knowledge practice database is a record of the student's experience of a

knowledge unit and can be represented as the following tuple:

<KU, DL, TI, AR >

where:

KU denotes the name of a particular knowledge unit,

DL denotes the difficulty level of applying this knowledge in this practice, In

DISTILS, the value of DL was currently set to 1.0 since only a limited

number of questions were developed. However, DL is defined for future

extensibility.
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TI represents the time interval between previous practice and the current practice,

and AR denotes the results of this knowledge practice, a value of 1 means a

correct application while a value of -1 means a failed application.

Figure 4.1 A Sample Problem

Knowledge practice entries are created during the student's problem solving

processes. For example, consider the problem in Figure 4.1. In this problem, the difficulty

levels of these questions were assumed to be 1.0. The required knowledge for solving this

problem includes neutralization, the atomic weight of K, H, C and 0, KHP's molecular
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formula, vinegar's formula, the relation among molarity, moles and volume, and the

relation among mole, molecular weight and mass. If a student solves these questions

correctly, the student is assumed to have a successful practice with all the knowledge

required, and the student knowledge practice database is shown in Table 4.1(a). Suppose

three days later, the student fails in another question of difficulty level 1.0 in which

knowledge Solution.Molarity-MW-Mass%, Solution.Molarity-Volume-Mole, and

PureSubst-ance.Mole-MW-Mass are involved. The knowledge practice database will be

updated as shown in Table 4.1(b). In Table 4.1(b), the time intervals for the records in

Table 4.1(a) were updated to 72 hours since those records happened three days ago.

4.2.2 Performance predictor

One important aspect in student knowledge modeling is the performance evaluation. In

most ITSs, one of three values: the student knows, the student does not know, and not

sure if the student knows or not, is associated to a particular knowledge unit. Such a

coarse-grained measure is limited, especially in a problem-solving environment, the tutor

needs to evaluate among several knowledge units to pick up the most suitable knowledge

unit to teach (Reye 1996). In DISTILS, a simple mechanism was developed to predict a

student's performance on a knowledge unit based on his/her past performance.
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The student's past performance on a knowledge unit is first accumulated. It is the

In equation 4.1, AR; is the result of the i tchpast practice, DL; is the difficult level, TI; is the

time interval from the practice to now, N is the number of records, and [3 is a tuned

parameter. Equation 4.1 is simple but reasonable. The impact of a past practice record is

determined by ARixD1.4, the product of its difficulty level and application result.

contribution of the itch practice can be theoretically considered to be zero. However, if the

time interval from a knowledge practice is very small, which means that the student

dominates the prediction.

The prediction of a student's performance on a problem is based on the problem's

difficulty level, DL, and his/her past performance. Based on ACT-R theory, the

probability of a successful retrieval of knowledge chunks obeys a sigmoid function of the
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activation level (Anderson et al 1998). Equation 4.2 is used to predict a student's

performance.

where: sp denotes the predicted student's performance, DL, denotes the difficulty level of

current practice, and A is the student's past performance calculated in equation 4.1

In DISTILS, 13 is determined in this way: given 3 positive practice in a day (24

hours), the past performance, A, should be above 2.4, which leads to a performance

prediction above 0.9 according to equation (4.2); the influence of a practice a month ago

(720 hours) should be consider as zero. In terms of these assumption, p is empirically

determined to be 0.008. Table 4.1 shows the influence of selecting different p value.

Table 4.1(a) shows that when l is set to 0.08, three positive practices in past 24 hour lead

to a prediction value of 0.7651, while Table 4.1(b) shows that when p is set to 0.008, a

prediction value of 0.9333 is achieved under the same situation. For more simulation

results see Appendix C.
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Table 4.2 shows some simulation results of the equation (4.2). Table 4.2 (a) and (b)

shows that the older a practice is, the less influence it has on the current performance.

The only difference in (a) and (b) is that Ar of the first practice of PS.Moles is different.

However, since the first practice was done a long time ago, the performance difference

predicted in (a) and (b) is very small. The only difference in (c) and (d) is that Ar of the

last practice of PS.Moles is different. However, since the last practice was done a short

time ago, the difference of performance prediction in (a) and (b) is significant.
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Performance PredicBion on Particular Knowledge Topic

As discussed chapter 3, a knowledge topic is defined as T=(Bid, TC, TR), where Bid is

the unique identifier of the topic, TC is a set of classes, and TR is a set of relationship

classes. So the evaluation on a knowledge topic is comprehensively based the

performance on TC and TR, and it is set to the average of the practice results.

The accumulation of past performance on relationship classes in this topic is:



4.3	 SBudenB Modeler: C0RBA-based ImplemenBaBion

The student modeler is designed as a CORBA object. Figure 4.2 shows its interface

definition.

Figure 4.2 IDL Definition of Student Modeler
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Each student modeler models a particular student's knowledge status. It is

uniquely identified by studentName. Its functional operations include:

• traceUpdate: traceUpdate is called by the intelligent tutoring tool (Chapter 5) when it

detects a change in student knowledge status. For example, when the student

successfully applies the knowledge or makes a mistake.

• addKnowledge: this operation adds knowledge to current modeling space. It permits

student modeler gradually to enlarge its modeling space, which improves the system

performance. When initiated, a student modeler usually has empty modeling space.

The tutoring components could use addKnowledge to request student modeler to pay

attention to a particular knowledge, in this way, the modeling space gradually

increased.

• predict: this operation should be called when performance evaluation on a particular

knowledge unit is needed. It implements equation (4.2).

• predictTopic: this operation should be called when performance evaluation on a

particular knowledge topic is needed. It implements equation (4.3).



CHAPTER 5

INTELLIGENT TUT0RING T00L

5.1	 The StrucBure of ITT

Figure 5.1 shows the structure of ITT in DISTILS. It is composed of three modules:

CurrenB Problem Space, Blackboard and Coach Delivery. Current problem space

stores a pool of knowledge objects, which are initialized in terms of problem statements.

These knowledge objects are expected to solve the questions collaboratively and to

generate and put solution plan and activities on Blackboard. Coach Delivery reads the

solution plan and the activities from the blackboard, and the sequences coaching topics

in term of student knowledge status. In the following sections, we discuss in detail how

these components work and coordinate together to produce an intelligent tutoring

behavior.
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5.1.1 CurrenB Problem Space

Current problem space defines the current problem that a student is practicing. It consists

of three components: problem statement, knowledge objects and their inter-relationships,

and questions.

Problem statement is the description of the problem to be solved. For example,

Figure 5.2 shows a sample problem statement for acid titration lab.

Figure 5.2 Sample Problem Statement

As discussed in Chapter 3, an object model is applied to general chemistry

domain. According to this model, we could formalize problems into knowledge objects,

which interact. Each problem consists of several knowledge objects. Some attributes of

these objects are initialized, and the objective is to find the value of other attributes of

these objects. A Java-based symbolic expression mechanism (Detlefs 1999) is used to

describe knowledge objects in chemical problems.
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KnowledgeClass identifies the type of this knowledge object and Instanced

uniquely denotes a knowledge object in this problem. The remaining lists are attribute

lists that initialize the attributes for the knowledge object. The first element of each

attribute list is the name of the attribute, the second one is the value for this attribute, and

the third one is a description of the attribute. Figure 5.3 shows an example of description

of knowledge object instances in a problem of Acid Titration Lab. In this example, three

knowledge objects are to be initialized: NaOH, KHP, and Vinegar. The value of NaOH's

Volume is set to 13.50, the value of KHP's weight is set to 0.6951, and the value of

Vinegar's volume is set to 9.00, respectively.
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RelationName identifies the type of the relationship. InstanceName uniquely

denotes a the relationship. Attribute-1, Attribute-2, .., and Attribute-n define the attributes

for this relationship, with Value-1, Value-2, .., Value-3 and Description-1, Description-2,

.., and Description-n are their value and description. Role-1, Role-2, .., and Role-n are

knowledge objects that involve in this relationship.

Questions are also formalized as follows:

The AttributeName-1 of knowledge object InstanceName-1, the AttributeName-2

of knowledge object InstanceName-2, , and the AttributeName-n of knowledge object

InstanceName-n are the questions. Figure 5.4 gives an example problem space.
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Figure 5.4 Sample Problem Space

5.1.2 Blackboard

Blackboard is a mechanism to share information among multiple knowledge sources

(Jagarmathan V., Dodhiawala R., Baum L.S., 1989). In DISTILS, each knowledge object

represents a knowledge source. A blackboard mechanism is adopted to record the
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cooperative problem solving processes by knowledge objects. It consists of two

components: plan and activities. Its structure is defined as follows:

BB = (BBid, Plan, AcBivity )

• BBid is the unique identifier of the blackboard. Usually each ITT has its own

blackboard, so usually BBid is set to the same identifier as the ITT.

• Plan is a set of bipartite, (old, aBBrname). Oid is the object identifier of a

knowledge objects in current problem space, aBBrname is the name of the

attribute of the knowledge object to be solved.

• Activity is a set of tuples, (givens, quesBion, explain, kid). The givens represents

the known fact involved in this activity, the quesBion sets the goal to solve, the

explain provides explanation how the solution is achieved, and the kid refers the

knowledge embodied in this activity. The givens is a set of items, and the

quesBion is represented as one item. An item is a tuple, (objId, Bopic, sBrValue,

dValue, valueType, iBemType, kid). objID refers the object this item belongs to,

topic is the attribute name. sBrValue and dValue are the value of the item in

string and double type, respectively. valueType switches the value type, with 0

means double type and 1 means string type. iBemType denotes if this item is

given data, or factual knowledge or a question, with value of 0,1,2 refers given

data, knowledge or question, respectively. kid refers the knowledge if itemType

equals to 1.

Instructional plan is a sequence of tasks toward solving the problem. When human

teachers try to solve a problem, they always set up a solution plan with correct
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precedence relations for step by step process, which is very effective in both problem-

solving and tutoring.

The plan generation process is difficult and time-consuming. It is not the research

focus of DISTILS. Instead, in DISTILS, we are using solution plan, which is provided by

human teacher or problem provider, to guide the cooperative problem solving process by

knowledge object instances. Each question becomes a phase in the solution plan, for

example, questions in Figure 5.4 can be represented as the following solution plan

(Figure 5.5).

Each phase in the solution plan is decomposed into a collection of related

activities. Each activity may be decomposed into a collection of related sub - activities.

Therefore, for each phase in the solution plan, an activity tree is derived. Figure 6.6

shows the activities involved in the solution to phase 1 and 2 showed in Figure 6.5. These

activities in solution phase 1 can be formatted as follows:

(
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Figure 5.6 Activities in A Solution

5.1.3 Coach Delivery

Coach delivery is the kernel of ITT. It comprehensively collects information from student

modeler and blackboard to produce intelligent tutoring behavior. During this process, the

activities that are related to current solution phase are first collected, then a mechanism to

describe the knowledge context in current solution plan is established, finally continuous

tutoring interactions are delivered according to a particular tutoring situation. The

algorithm for collecting activities, establishing knowledge context, and tutoring delivery

is described in the following sections.
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knowledge context tree describes knowledge application situation and their sequencing in

the solution phase. For example, let us consider the solution phase 1 in Figure 6.6. In this

example, we have two steps. The first step is the calculation of KHP's molecular weight,
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the second step is the calculation of KHP's moles. The content of this knowledge context

tree is described in Table 5.1, which is graphically shown in Figure 5.7.

Figure 5.7 Activities with Knowledge Context

The algorithm for knowledge context tree is as follows:



• TutorNext Algorithm

TutorNext algorithm takes one input parameter, bPrev. If the student performs correct in
the previous interaction, bPrev =true, else bPrev =false. When tutorNext is called for the first
time, bPrev= false. The algorithm is as follows:

1. set cur= the knowledge that applied in previous tutoring interaction. Cur is set to
null before the first time tutorNext is called.

2. if bPrev= false, if cur != null, update student model. Set p = findSmallest(cur) .
if p!=null, cur= p, return tutor(p);

3. else if cur != null, update student model. RemoveSubtree(cur). Set Cur=null,
return tutorNext(false);

4. stop

In the above algorithm, findSmallest(), removeSubtreeO, and tutor() are auxiliary

functions. Function findSmallest finds the knowledge context whose reliability is the

smallest in knowledge context tree; Function removeSubtree(p) remove all the sub

knowledge context whose parent directly or indirectly link to knowledge context p.

Function tutor returns a tutoring structure related to the knowledge context.

5.2 ITT: A CORBA-based ImplemenBaBion

The ITT in DISTILS is designed as a CORBA object, together with another CORBA

object, tutorContext. Figure 5.8 shows important parts of their IDL definition.
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5.2.1 The InBerface BuBorConBexB

The interface tutorContext provides a structure for describing the activities in the

blackboard. It defines two structures: tutorltem and tutorScenario. The tutorltem structure

is used to describe a given condition or question in an activity and the tutorScenario

describes an activity.

In tutorltem, ObjID denotes which object it belongs and topic refers to the name

of the attribute involved. valueType is the switch for the value of the attribute, with

strValue and dValue store the double value or string value, respectively. itemType tells

whether this item is a given condition or a knowledge or a question, and knowledge

stores the knowledge when applicable.

The tutorScenario structure describes components involved in an activity. It

consists of given conditions, the question, the explanation and the knowledge applied in

this activity. The givenOrKldg is the sequence of tutorltem describing the pre-

conditions. The quesBion is the item to be answered, the knowledgelD denotes the

knowledge applied and the explain stores the explanation that how the solution is

achieved.The tutorContext basically is a list of steps toward a solution phase in the plan.

Each step is represented as a tutorScenario. The interface provides a set of methods for

managing the steps, such as adding, inserting, removing, and accessing a step activity.
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5.2.2 The InBerface ITT

The interface ITT describes operations provided by a tutor. The operations are grouped in

to 4 groups: initialization, access, solution, tutoring. The implementation of the four

group operations are explained as follows:

I.	 Initialization

■ setProblem: It reads the problem statement from the database through repository

component. The problem is parsed and the problem space is initialized.

■ setStudent: It locates the student modeler of the student. If the student modeler is not

launched, a new one is created and launched.

II. 	 Access

The access group operations is provided for the interface component to get necessary

information to display a given problem.

■ problemStatement: it returns the problem statement.

■ problemDescription: it returns the problem description.

■ givensAt: it returns the description of a given data in the problem.

■ quesAt: it returns the description of a question in the problem.

III.	 Solution

■ solve: it launches the cooperative problem solving processes of knowledge objects in

the problem space. Each question in the problem is used as a solution plan phase and

its solution activities are represented in the associated tutorContext.

IV.	 Tutoring

■ setCurrentTutorTopic: it sets the current plan phase and is used to denote which plan

phase needs to be taught.
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■ currentTutorContext: it returns solution activities associated with the current plan

phase. It also communicates with the student modeler to get the student knowledge

status on the knowledge involved each activity and produce a data structure for

sorting these activities. It implements activityCollection and knowledgeContextTree

algorithms.

■ tutorNext: It returns the next activity to be discussed by implementing tutorNext

algorithm. It takes one parameter, which tells the student's feedback in a previous

activity. If the value of the parameter is true, it means that the student did the unit

correctly, else, it means the student failed.



CHAPTER 6

ADAPTIVE LECTURE GUIDANCE

6.1 The Structure of Adaptive Lecture Guidance (ALG)

Figure 6.1 Structure of Adaptive Lecture Guidance

The structure of adaptive lecture guidance module is illustrated in Figure 6.1. The student

modeler is created at the server side that evaluates student knowledge status

independently. When the student gets confused or lost during navigation, the ALG can be

helpful. The ALG consists of two components: topic extractor and lecture delivery. The

topic extractor analyzes knowledge topics in the current page. The lecture delivery first

contacts the topic extractor to get the HTML Learning Model (HLM), then it

communicates with student modeler to get the student's knowledge status. Finally, it
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produces adaptive interface components illustrating where the student is and suggesting

the next step.

6.2 Topic ExBracBor

To give adaptive guidance when students get lost, it is important to let students, first, to

know where they are at first. So it is necessary to find a mechanism for describing the

content of hypermedia lecture pages. In this section, we will discuss how knowledge

elements in a Web page are modeled.

A HLM is associated with each HTML page for describing its educational

contents. A generic HLM is defined as follows:

HLM = (HLMid, KE, L)

• HLMid is the unique identifier of the HLM. In DISTILS, we create a new URL by

adding suffix `.xml' to the URL for original HTML page, and use the new URL as

HLMid. For example, if the UIRL for original HTML page is http://bengu-

pc2.njit.edu/distil/density/density.html, then the HLMid for the HML of this page is

http ://bengu-pc2.nj it. edu/distil/density/density.html.xml.

• AKE is a set of knowledge elements in the HLM. Each element of KE is tuple, (keid,

Bopic, class, elemenB, burl, cord). Keid is the unique identifier in the HLM, Bopic,

class and elemenB specifies the topic, knowledge class and element of this

knowledge. cord specifies the coordinates where the element display. burl refers to the

Web page that discuss this knowledge, a value of null means this knowledge is

discussed in current page.
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■ L is a set of prerequisite relationships among elements in KE. Each element of L is a

bipartite, (keidpre, keidcon). Both keidpre and keidcon are among KE, and

keidpre is prerequisite to keidcon.

The following is an example of HLM.

("http://bengu-pc2.njit.edu/distils/acidtitration/index.html.xml"

(Molarity, solution, solution, molarity, http://bengu-pc2.njitedu/trp-

chem/chemistry/solutions/Sol.html#4.13,  (150,99))

(Acid Titration, titration, null ,null,null, (184,25))

(Neutralization, titration, neutralization, null, http://bengu-pc2.njit.edu/trp-

chem/aspirins/nap5.html, (241,99) )

(Acid, titration, acid, null, http://bengu-pc2.njit.edu/trp-chem/aspirins/nap5.html

(300,174))

(Base, titration, base, null, http://bengu-pc2.njit.edu/trp-chem/aspirins/nap5.html,

(241,174))

(Moles, MatterStructure, PureSubstance, Moles, http://bengu-

pc2.njit.edu/distils/Acidtitration/awandmw.html, (189,174))

(Substance, Matter, Substance,Measurement, http://bengu-pc2.njit.edu/trp-

chem/chemistry/introdu/chemie1sm2.html,(116,258))

(Molecular, Atomic Thoery, Molecular, MWCalculation, http://bengu-

pc2.njit.edu/distils/Acidtitration/awandmw.html,  ( 160,339))

(Atom, Atomic Theory, Atom, AtomicWeight, http://bengu-

pc2.njit.edu/distils/Acidtitration/awandmw.html,  (271,339))

(Molarity, Acid Titration) (Neutralization, Acid Titration) (Acid, Neutralization) (Base,

Neutralization) (Moles, Molarity) (Substance-Molarity) (Molecular-Moles) (Substance-

Moles) (Atom-Molecular)

Figure 6.2 An Example of HLM
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The main function of topic extractor is to analyze the HLM associated with each HTML

page and format it into a well-defined data structure. It is defined as follows using

CORBA dL.

The algorithm for extract method is as follows:

1. Open the HLM file named by parameter-un,

2. Read the HLMid, check if HLMid equals to the combination of url and ".xml", if not,

return null,



6.3 LecBure Delivery

Lecture delivery communicates Student Modeler and topic extractor for student

knowledge status and educational contents of current HTML page, respectively, and

presents adaptive guidance based on these two kinds of information. Lecture delivery

uses different colors and shapes to illustrate the particular situation of the student. A

rounded rectangle is used to show where the student is. A white box shows that the

student demonstrated sufficient proficiency; a gray box means that the ALG knows

nothing about the student on the topic; a yellow box means the student performance was

satisfactory but more practice is needed; a green box encourages the student to practice; a

red box suggests that the student is not ready for this topic.

After getting the ALG graph from topic extractor, lecture delivery verifies the student

knowledge status with student modeler and applies the different colors to knowledge

nodes in ALG graph. The algorithm for coloring ALG graph is as follows:
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1. While there is a knowledge node, node-I, in ALG graph is not colored, set n =node-

1, if all knowledge nodes are colored, go to step 3;

2. Communicates with student modeler and gets the knowledge status, ks, for n. If ks <

0.45, set n.nodecolor = unmastered, else if ks < 0.55, set n.nodecolor = unknown, else

if ks < 0.7, set n.nodecolor = practiced, else n.nodecolor = mastered. Go to step 1;

3. For each link, in, in ALGGraph, if ALGGraph.nodes[infrombcolor == mastered,

ALGGraph.nodes[in.BobnoofUnmasBeredFrom -- ;

4. For each node, n, in ALGGraph.



CHAPTER 7

IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION

7.I	 ImpiemenBation

7.I.1 The Generai ChemisBry LaboraBory Courseware

This prototype system has been implemented in the environment of general chemistry

laboratory courseware developed at NJIT. Figure 7.1 shows the homepage of this entire

courseware. The Chemistry Lab part is a Web-based multimedia laboratory manual. It

discusses the safety issue, the background and other related issues for each laboratory

experiment. Videos and animations were also provided to illustrate the procedure for

each experiment. The general chemistry textbook material and related case studies are

enhanced by student self-assessment tools, which are a series of pop-up questions for

testing student's understanding of the materials. The Pre-lab part includes a quiz tool, a

TA administration tool, a faculty tool and the DISTILS exercises. The quiz tool provides

students with a pre-lab test that they must pass before going to the actual laboratory. The

faculty authoring tool helps faculty members to prepare the pre-lab quiz. The DISTILS

prototype system is developed to provide adaptive tutoring in this courseware.
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7.1.2 DISTILS ProBoBype Impiementation

The general chemistry courseware presently consists of twelve laboratory experiments.

The DISTILS prototype enhances three of these, namely: Measuring Density, Titration of

Acidic Substances and pH and Buffers.

Java is used as the implementation language and CORBA compliant software--

OrbixWeb--is used as the object request broker for serving as communication

infrastructure. Figures 7.2- 7.4 present scenarios of the prototype system.



Figure 7.2 An Example of Using ITT in Acid Titration Laboratory.
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Figure 7.3 Student Reflects Current Tutoring Session



Figure 7.4 An Example of Using ALG in Acid Titration Laboratory
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Students interact with the ITT through the user interface, which is developed as a Java

applet and can be accessed through web browsers. Students select problems and initiate

further help through the interface. When a student selects a problem, the interface

components request ORB server to create a particular ITT on the particular problem. The

problem is formatted and displayed for the student to solve. On the other side, the ITT

begins to create problem space, during which related knowledge objects are initiated and

student modeler is created. Knowledge objects begin to cooperatively solve the problem

and record solution activities on the blackboard while the student is solving on the remote

site. After the student submits the solution, answers are checked and marked if there are

any errors. The student may then ask for help and the problem-solving coaching session

starts.

Figure 7.2 shows a scenario of a student working with an ITT in the acid titration

laboratory experiment. In this particular case, this student did not know how to calculate

the molecular weight of the KHP and asked for help. The ITT prompted the student with

all prerequisite knowledge such as the molecular formula of KHP, necessary atomic

weights and so on, but the student still had difficulty in getting the answer. The ITT then

demonstrated to the student how the KHP's molecular weight is calculated.

After a student finished solving an exercise, s/he can review their problem solving

processes and compare it with the solution provided by the expert agents (Figure 7.3).

The current tutoring panel captures the tutoring interaction between the student and the

intelligent tutor tool. The other panels present how knowledge objects apply related

knowledge to solve particular questions. This could help students to establish a global
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knowledge map for the problem, which is not sufficiently stressed during the step-by-step

coaching process.

Figure 7.4 shows an example of using the ALG in the ACd TITRATION

Laboratory. The student was not sure if he was well prepared for this laboratory and

asked for guidance. In the diagram, Acid Titration is colored in green. Molarity,

Neutralization, Base and Acid are colored in white, Moles and Molecular Weight are in

red, and Volume, Weight, Molecular and Atomic Weight are in gray. The student in this

situation then knows that he/she needs to go through the section on Molecular Weight

first, and click on it to go to that section. The ALG agent is expected to help students who

are novices in the subject matter or have less navigating proficiency.

7.2	 FormaBive EvaiuaBion

7.2.1 Hypothesis

It is hypothesized that the DISTILS prototype would effectively improve students'

learning in a Web-based learning environment. Compared to a control group students

who learned in a traditional Web-based environment without the DISTILS prototype,

students who used in the same Web-based environment with DISTILS will perform

better.

7.2.2 The Experiment

7.2.2.1 Subjects: Students with a high school level chemistry background participated in

this experiment. Three high school students who participated in a summer internship at

New Jersey Center for Multimedia Research (NJCMR) and 22 NJIT students participated
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in the evaluation. This set of students was divided into two groups. Students were

randomly assigned to one of the two groups each time they logged on.

7.2.2.2 ManipuiaBion of IndependenB Variabies In this experiment, one independent

variable- DISTILS, which is featured by the ALG and ITT, is defined. We simply present

or withdraw DISTILS from the traditional Web-based learning environment of chemistry

lab. The experiment objective is to compare students' performance in a traditional Web-

based environment vs Web-based environment with DISTILS. In this study, a traditional

Web-based learning environment is defined as a Web environment without any advanced

feature developed for educational purposes. Particularly, in this experiment it refers to

this developed courseware with DISTILS disabled.

7.2.2.3 MeasuremenB of DependenB Variabies: The major dependent variable is

student's test performance. The student performance will be measured based on the quiz

score. The number of the correct answers is used as the quiz score.

7.2.2.4 MaBeriai PreparaBion: The prototype includes three laboratory experiments of

the on-line chemistry course: 1) Measuring the Density of a Solid and a Liquid, 2)

Analysis of Acidic Substances by Titration, and 3) pH and Buffers.

Each laboratory includes structured reading material on Safety, Objective,

Background, Apparatus, Procedure and Data. Students are expected to study these

material and then take the pre-lab quiz. For students who do not understand the material

well, a hypertext version of Science of Chemistry was provided for their further study on
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fundamental chemistry concepts (iittp://www.njemnorg/distils). Figure 7.5 illustrates

this material.

Figure 7.5 Experiment Materials: a)Science of Chemistry b)Laboratory Material
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Each laboratory also includes several exercises and a pre-lab quiz. Students are required

to pass the pre-lab quiz before they perform the experiment in the laboratory. Figure 7.6

shows the experimental system for the ACd TITRATION.

7.2.2.5 Experimentai Design: In this experiment, students were divided into two

groups: the control-group and experimental group (Wickens et al 1998). Students were

also asked to do before and after tests. The control group students tested under the

traditional Web-based learning environment, the experimental group students tested

under the adaptive learning environment with DISTILS prototype.

Each student was given an account to log in. After they logged in, the system kept

their learning records and automatically stored these in the database for analysis. The

students were randomly assigned to one of the two groups. Both groups of students first

took a prior test before the experiment to assess their knowledge background. Then they

were asked to navigate the lab manual and on-line chemistry textbook to learn the

necessary skills, during which they can use some exercises for self-evaluation of their

understanding. Finally they were asked to take a quiz and fill in a usability questionnaire.

Both groups of students read the same material and took the same prior test, data

used for exercises and quiz were randomized so that the answers were different. The only

difference between the two groups was that in the experimental group, the exercises were

presented with ITT and ALG of DISTILS, while in the control group, exercises were not

associated with the ITT, so that students who did the exercise only knew if their answers

were correct but not given guidance. Thus, any learning benefits were due to integration
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of the DISTILS prototype. The answers, the number of trials and the time each student

spends with the pre-laboratory quiz are automatically logged.

The DISTILS prototype was implemented in three laboratory experiments:

Density, Titration of Acidic Substances, pH and Buffers. During the evaluation, Density

experiment was used for demonstration to get students familiar with the system. All

twenty-five students participated in Acid Titration experiment, and only three students

participated in pH and Buffers experiments.

7.2.3 Descriptive Method

Descriptive method was used to collect students' backgrounds, responses and

comments for analysis. A usability questionnaire is developed based on Schneiderman's

(1998) work. This questionnaire covers questions about students' computer experience,

chemistry & math experiences, their reaction to the learning tool, knowledge learned

from the learning tool and their final evaluation and suggestions. The questionnaire is

listed in Appendix B.

7.3	 Resuits Anaiysis

In this section, the results in Acid Titration experiment are analyzed. Table 7.1 shows

students' scores in both the pre-test and the final quiz. Table 7.2 shows the assessment

results collected from student feedback. In this experiment, thirteen students participated

in the experimental group and twelve students participated in the control group. The

feedback of one student in the experimental group was missed.
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Students' scores in both pre- and final test were examined. The t-test is used to

test the significance of the difference between the two groups since a small sample was
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used (Clark 1969). The procedure of t-test includes three steps. The first step is to

calculate a pooled variance, which is a variance based on samples. The second step is to

calculate the observed t value. The third step is to compare the observed value with a

tabulated value. If the observed value is greater than the designated tabulated value, the

null hypothesis that the two samples are not significantly different, should be rejected at

significance level a. Else the null hypothesis can not be rejected. Equation 7.1 and

equation 7.2 is used to calculate the pooled variance and the t value.

Three tests were performed on the Pre- and Final Test scores: a t-test on the pre-

test score mean difference between the experimental and control group, a t-test on the

final quiz score mean difference between the experimental and control group, a paired t-

test on the learning improvement between the experimental group and the control group.

In the following test, the following symbols are defined:

!Ape : the mean of the pre-test score for the experimental group

ufe: the mean of the final quiz score for the experimental group

upc: the mean of the pre-test score for the control group

we: the mean of the final quiz score for the control group
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[Ise : the mean of the pre- and final test score gain for the experimental group

uLgc: the mean of the pre- and final test score gain for the control group

Table 7.3 shows the t-test results on the pre-test score mean difference between

the experimental and control group. In this test, N=13, M=12, a=0.05. The two tail t

critical value is 2.07 and the observed t statistic value is -0.91. Since —2.07 < -0.91 <

2.07, the hypothesis HO is accepted. Therefore, there is no statistical difference in the two

group's score in the pre-test test.

Table 7.4 shows the t-test results on the final quiz score mean difference between

the experimental and control group. In this test, N=13, M=12, a=0.05. The upper tail t

critical value is 1.71 and the observed t statistic value is 4.21. Since 1.71 < 4.21, the

hypothesis HO is rejected and the alternative hypothesis Ha is accepted. Therefore, the

experimental group's score in the final test was greater than the control group's score in

the final test, and this difference was statically significant (p=0.00017) at a=0.05 levels

of significance.
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Ha: up - ugc > 0

Table 7.5 shows the paired t-test results on the before- and after- test score gains

between the experimental group and the control group. In this test, a=0.05. The upper tail

t critical value is 1.78 and the observed t statistic value is 4.87. Since 4.87 > 1.78, the

hypothesis HO is rejected and the alternative hypothesis Ha is accepted. Therefore, the

experimental group's learning improvement during this experiment was greater than the

control group's (p=0.00003).

Test 1 showed that there was no significant knowledge background difference

between the control group students and the experimental group students. Test 2 showed

that students in the experimental group scored significant better than those in the control

group. Test 3 showed that students in the experimental group gained more significant

improvement than those in the control group did.
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Table 7.6 shows the mean of student evaluation on survey items in the

experiment. On the overall system evaluation, students in the experimental group

evaluated 5.25 while students in the control group gave 3.9. On ease of use, the

experiment group students evaluated the system at 4.58 while the control group students
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evaluated at 3.42. It was also found that exercises with the ITT were more favorable than

exercise without the ITT (the experiment group students evaluated the on line exercise 6

while the control group students evaluated 4). Both group students agreed that the system

speed needs to be improved (the evaluation of the experiment group and the control

group on System Speed is 3.8, 3.4, respectively). It was also found that there was only

small difference when both group students were asked the question" How much you

learned?". The experiment group students evaluated 3.4 while the control group students

evaluated 3. A possible explanation for it was that the time period for this experiment is

short. It was concluded from the above results that at average level students found that

the Web-based environment with the DISTILS prototype more favorable than the one

without DISTILS.



CHAPTER 8

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

8.I Conciusions

In general, this dissertation makes two important contributions: 1) the mechanism for

Web-based adaptive learning and its effectiveness in general chemistry laboratory

education domain is investigated. 2) Distributed object technology --CORBA-- is for the

first time introduced into the design of intelligent learning applications. A generic

CORBA-based object-oriented framework is developed for the cooperative development

of reusable intelligent educational objects, and has the potential to improve the cost-

effectiveness of development of intelligent educational materials.

8.1.1 The Mechanism and ImpacB of Web-based Adaptive Learning

A Web-based adaptive learning paradigm that consists of adaptive navigation guidance

and an on-line intelligent tutoring tool is developed. Adaptive navigation guidance

prevents students from being disoriented and reduces their cognitive load when a

unfamiliar domain is presented in Web format. The on-line intelligent tutoring tool

provides students timely problem solving support in a dynamic Web environment. The

prototype, DISTILS, has been implemented in a general chemistry laboratory education

domain.

Preliminary results showed that DISTILS effectively enhanced learning in Web

environment. Three high school students and twenty-two NJIT students participated in

the evaluation of DISTILS. In the final quiz of 7 questions, the average correct answers

II4
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of the students who studied in a Web environment with DISTILS (DISTILS Group) was

5.3, and the average correct answers of the students who studied in the same Web

environment without DISTILS (NoDISTILS Group) was 2.75. A t-test conducted on this

small sample showed that the DISTILS group students scored significantly better than the

NoDISTILS group students.

8.1.2 A Generic CORBA-driven Framework for DeveiopmenB of Reusabie
InBeiligenB EducaBionai ObjecBs

A generic CORBA-driven framework is used for the development of reusable intelligent

educational objects. In this framework, knowledge-objects model domain expertise, a

student modeler assesses the student's knowledge progress, an intelligent tutoring tool

provides problem-solving coaching and an adaptive-lecture-guidance assists students

through new domains. The CORBA-compatible middleware serves as the communication

infrastructure. These objects are easily integrated in a reusable, plug-and-play marmer. In

the DISTILS prototype, several knowledge objects were developed and are reused in the

development of different chemistry laboratory experiments. Given the platform

independence capability of CORBA, these objects could be also used in other

environments.

8.2 SuggesBions for FuBure Research

This study is an initial experiment with the development of CORBA-driven reusable

intelligent learning objects in Web-based environment. The prototype demonstrates the

effectiveness of the approach in this dissertation. However, it is also realized that there
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are significant problems in the initial stage of this study. Many aspects have to be

improved to fully meet our research objectives.

8.2.1 Mechanism of ExpiiciB Knowledge in ObjecB

Since CORBA dL lacks an explicit knowledge description mechanism, the objects

developed in DISTILS have implicitly embodied their knowledge. This is a big

disadvantage of the prototype implementation. To solve this problem, a powerful

symbolic expression and inference mechanism has to be developed based on CORBA.

8.2.2 Probiem-soiving Pianning and ConflicB ResoiuBion

In a problem-solving process, the task plarming and conflict resolution mechanism is

important but very difficult. In DISTILS, we skipped task planning by taking advantage

of carefully designed questions. We used a simple back-tracing technique to replace

conflict resolution. These techniques are applicable in DISTILS because our prototype

system deals with a relatively small domain. When facing larger and more complex

domain, plarming object and conflict resolution object need to be integrated.

8.2.3 Neurai NeBwork and Representation of Deeper Learner Modei

In DISTILS, simple functions have been used to predict student knowledge performance.

This technique is straightforward but limited. A human teacher is always able to sense the

student's deep learning trends from previous tutoring experience and make predictions of

what the student will do in a given context. Neural network has great potential in

representing and discovering this kind of learner model. While neural network has

difficulty with local minima during learning process, the genetic algorithm is robust for
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global optimization and is suitable to training these kind of neural networks. However,

application of neural network in student modeling needs large valid training sample. As

the DISTILS prototype gradually becomes mature and once it is reliable in a practical

application, much data can be collected and neural network techniques for student

modeling will be practical.

8.2.4 SBandardizaBion on InBeliigenB EducaBionai ObjecBs

This dissertation demonstrates the first effort of designing a CORBA-based object-

oriented framework for reusable intelligent educational object development. However,

much work needs to be done before this approach will be practical. While the dL

interface defined for learning objects is effective in the development of the prototype, we

reasonably believe that it is limited and may be not applicable to other domains. The

interface definition and fundamental services in intelligent educational objects need to be

standardized. Since the Object Management Group the CORBA consortium, has

contributed much to standardization in other domains such as finance and manufacturing,

we propose that it could also make a new contribution to the intelligent educational

content domain.



APPENDIX A

QUESTIONS USED IN EXPERIMENTS

This material lists the questions used in the evaluation experiments.
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3. Acid TiBraBion
Pre-Test
1) You standardize some NaOH solution using HCl.
2) You then pipet out a formic acid (HCOOH) unknown and titrate it with
the standardized NaOH
3) Finally you weigh out a Vitamin tablet containing a monoprotic
acid (HC6H7O6) .
4) You dissolve it and titrate it with NaOH of 1).

The molarity of the HCl is (mol/Litre) 0.44
The volume of the HC1 used is (ml) 12.6
Volume of NaOH to neutralize HC1 in A) (ml) 14.7
Volume of formic acid titrated (ml) 9.1
Volume of NaOH needed to neutralize formic acid (ml) 13.2
Volume of NaOH needed to neutralize Vitamin C Tablet (ml) 13.4

Calculate the following
The MOLES of HCl used is null
The MOLARITY of the NaOH is (mol/Litre) null
The MOLARITY of the formic acid is (mol/Litre) null
The Molecular Weight of the formic acid is null
The WEIGHT/VOLUME % formic acid is (Kg/Litre %) null
The Molecular Weight of the PURE Vitamin C is null
The mg of ACd in the Vitamin C tablet is (mg) null

Exercise 1
You titrate some HC1 solution unknown with standardized NaOH solution.

The molarity of the standardized NaOH (mol/Litre) is 0.19
The Volume of the standardized NaOH (ml) 57.9
The volume of HCl used is (ml) 10.7

Calculate the following
The molarity of the HC1 used is (mol/Litre) null
The Weight/Volume% of the HC1 used (kg/Litre%) null

Exercise 2
1) You standardize some NaOH solution using HC1.
2) You then pipet out a formic acid (HCOOH) unknown and titrate it with
the standardized NaOH
3) Finally you weigh out a Vitamin tablet containing a monoprotic
acid (HC6H706) .
4) You dissolve it and titrate it with NaOH of 1).

The molarity of the HCl is (mol/Litre) 0.43
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The volume of the HC1 used is (ml) 17.4
Volume of NaOH to neutralize HC1 in A) (ml) 11.0
Volume of formic acid titrated (ml) 6.1
Volume of NaOH needed to neutralize formic acid (ml) 16.4
Volume of NaOH needed to neutralize Vitamin C Tablet (ml) 10.1

Calculate the following
The MOLES of HC1 used is null
The MOLARITY of the NaOH is (mol/Litre) null
The MOLARITY of the formic acid is (mol/Litre) null
The Molecular Weight of the formic acid is null
The WEIGHT/VOLUME % formic acid is (Kg/Litre %) null
The Molecular Weight of the PURE Vitamin C is null
The mg of ACID in the Vitamin C tablet is (mg) null

Exercise 3
A NaOH solution is standardized using a sample vinegar solution

The concentration of acetic acid (CH3COOH) in Vinegar is (g/Litre)
40.3
Volume of Vinegar needed to neutralize NaOH solution (ml) 23.4
Volume of NaOH used (ml) 25.3

Calculate the following
The Molarity of the NaOH is (mol/Litre) null

Exercise 4
A research chemist isolates a sample of nicotinic acid (HC6H4N02), To
determine it purity,
she titrates some of the sample with standardized NaOH solution.
The reaction is : HC6H4NO2 + 0H- ---> H20 + HC6H4N02-

The mass of the sample used (g) 0.500
The molarity of standardized NaOH is (mol/Litre) 0.13
The volume of the standardized NaOH (m1) is 43.6

Calculate the following
The mass of Nicotinic acid in the sample (g) is null

Pre-Lab Quiz
1) You standardize some NaOH solution using potassium hydrogen
phthalate.

2) You then pipet out a vinegar unknown and titrate it with the
standardized NaOH
3) Finally you weigh out a tablet containing a monoprotic acid .
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4) You dissolve it and titrate it with NaOH of 1).

The Mass of "KHP" weighed out (g) 0.71682
Volume of NaOH to neutralize "KHP" in A) (ml) 12.4
Volume of Vinegar titrated (ml) 3.8
Volume of NaOH needed to neutralize Vinegar (ml) 16.0
MW of monoprotic acid in TABLET (g/mol) 145.399
Volume of NaOH needed to neutralize Tablet (ml) 8.6

Calculate the following
The mw of "KHP" is (g/mol) null
The MOLES of "KHP" used is null
The MOLARITY of the NaOH is (mol/Litre) null
The MOLARITY of the VINEGAR is (mol/Litre) null
The WEIGHT/VOLUME %VINEGAR is (Kg/Litre %) null
The mg of ACd in the tablet is (mg) null
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APPENDIX B

USABILITY QUESTIONNAIRE

This material lists the questiormaire used in the evaluation experiments.
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2.2 	 On the average, how much time do you spend per week on computers?
0 Less than one hour 	 0 4 to less than 10 hours
0 One to less than 4 hours 	 0 over 10 hours



Part 5: Evaluation

	

5.1	 How much did you enjoy this learning environment?

	

5.2	 How would you evaluate this program?

	

5.3	 Name three things that you liked best.
1.
2.
3.

	

5.4	 Name three things that you did not like
1.
2.
3.

	

5.5	 How would you improve it?

I28

General Comments:



APPENDIX C

THE INFLUENCE OF DIFFERENT 13 VALUE

The tables in the appendix show more simulation results on the
influence of difference (3 value on student performance prediction.
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